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[ PRESIDENT’S WORD ]

The AMA is more relevant than ever as the health system battles the chronic 
underfunding of primary care and increased pressure on public hospitals. 

MY TIME as President of AMA (NSW) is 
rapidly drawing to a close. I have enjoyed 
the job immensely and am very confident 
the organisation will continue to thrive 
with a very talented Board, Council, 
and professional staff in place to keep 
working for our members.

The past two years have been notable 
for a number of challenges. The pressure 
faced by general practice remains 
immense. The freeze on indexation of the 
vast majority of Medicare items remains 
in place, and as it finally ends over the 
next two years, the dollar amounts 
are so small that it seems unlikely the 
damage inflicted will be undone for many 
years to come – if ever. Despite the 
Federal Government’s persistent efforts 
to mislead the public by quoting the 
high numbers of bulk-billed items being 
funded, many of these are for services 
such as pathology and medical imaging. 
As well, we are kept in the dark about 
the number of GP consultations that 
are now being charged above Medicare 
rates, and by consequence the extent 
to which the rebate freeze has resulted 
in increased out-of-pocket costs for 
patients.

The AMA has always argued the 
principle that quality care of patients 
needs to be appropriately remunerated. 
Indeed, AMA (NSW) has committed 
funding to our Future Practice campaign 
to assist members to run their practices 
as efficiently as possible. There is good 
evidence that health systems that fund 
primary care adequately are more 
efficient and deliver better population 
health outcomes. 

It is time for the Federal Government 
to come clean with the population about 
their intentions for health funding. Does 

A TIME FOR  
STRONG ADVOCACY

the Federal Coalition believe Medicare 
should provide universal care in primary 
health and public hospitals, or does 
it believe some or all of us should be 
paying extra for these services? Similarly, 
what does Federal Labor believe? 
Medicare is not funded adequately to 
fulfil this expectation currently. With 
a Federal election on the horizon, we 
demand honest answers to these 
fundamental questions. If political parties 
believe they deserve our votes, they 
should be prepared to articulate both 
their philosophy, and the detail of their 
health policy.

Our State public hospitals also remain 
under immense pressure. There seems 
to be no indication that emergency 
department activity and complexity, or 
demand for elective surgery, will drop any 
time soon. Our population continues to 
grow. The Medicare rebate freeze almost 
certainly has led to some of this demand, 
as traditional general practice struggles 
to provide after hours care, and access 
to affordable specialist care remains 
difficult for those on low incomes. Our 
State Government deserves credit for 
pouring record amounts of money into 
building hospitals. There has also been a 
large increase in staffing numbers across 
the public hospital system. Yet the 
system remains stressed. 

It is time for a re-think. Our hospital 
information management systems remain 
clunky and, in some ways, unfit for 
purpose. We integrate poorly between 
primary care and hospitals, both public 
and private. Indeed, we integrate poorly 
between general practice and community 
specialist practice. We do not use 
evidence to guide practice as well as 
we should and provide too much futile 

care towards the end of life. We sit in 
endless hours of meetings, but the level 
of empowerment for clinicians to make 
meaningful changes is minimal. We are 
all so busy defining risk that we have 
lost the ability to take a few that might 
actually improve our patients’ health, and 
our colleagues’ work life.

These big and fundamental issues are 
difficult to articulate to a public that is 
fed a diet of stories from media about 
much smaller target issues. The quality 
and value of private health insurance 
is really important, but one could be 
forgiven for thinking it is the only issue 
affecting the health of the community 
if one were to go by media attention. 
That said, AMA (NSW) is outraged by 
the actions of Bupa, which proposes to 
make substantial cuts to the levels of 
benefits it provides its customers, and 
we will fight it all the way. It is everyone’s 
right to change their private health care 
provider if they are unhappy with the level 
of service. Remember, the private health 
industry is making record profits, and 
continues to be heavily supported with 
taxpayers’ money.

There is undoubtedly a scientific 
illiteracy in the community that allows 
anecdotal accounts of individual patient 
situations to gain more headlines 
than academic discussions regarding 
evidence-based care. Just recently I read 
a story about a person who has been 
‘denied access’ to medicinal cannabis 
for treatment of her ‘rare autoimmune 
condition’, claiming it is the only effective 
treatment. I am surprised, as an 
immunologist, that I haven’t come across 
any evidence for the use of cannabis for 
autoimmune disease! Seriously though, 
there is a constant danger that politicians 
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will be influenced to make bad decisions 
by this type of media. The AMA remains 
an absolutely essential voice of reason 
to moderate and lead these types of 
discussions.

With a desire to have these important 
debates about the future of healthcare 
in Australia, and to articulate not just 
the problems, but a vision for solving 
them to both the public and our elected 
representatives, I am running for the 
Federal Presidency of the AMA in May 
this year. I wish to continue my advocacy 
for equity and inclusion in health on the 
national stage. I want to provide a strong 
voice for those who need it. AMA stands 
up for the needs of the profession, and 
for the needs of our patients. 

Supporting my presidential candidacy 
is Victorian hand surgeon and AMA 
Federal Councillor Dr Jill Tomlinson, 
who is running for the role of Federal 
Vice President. Jill is known to many 
NSW members through her surgical 
fellowship year at the John Hunter and 
Royal Newcastle Hospital in 2012, 
her social media advocacy and her 
previous involvement in RACS and the 
medical women’s societies. As Vice 

President, her expertise in digital health 
and gendered issues including flexible 
training will invigorate Federal advocacy 
in areas where it has traditionally lacked 
strength, in an organisation that has not 
yet elected a female Vice President this 
century.

The next AMA Federal President has 
important work to do. There is a need 
to fight for the rights of asylum seekers 
stranded on Nauru and Manus Island 
for adequate health care and a way out 
of their current situation. There needs 
to be constant pressure for solutions to 
the problem of the poor health of our 
Indigenous population. There needs 
to be better access to healthcare for 
our rural and regional population and 
better support for our colleagues who 
are working hard to provide that care. 
There needs to be sustained pressure 
on Government to do better with critical 
public health issues such as obesity, 
mental health, and the health effects 
of climate change, global conflict, and 
displaced persons.

AMA (NSW) has seen membership 
growth at a time when many voluntary 
member organisations are going 

backwards. We recognise the trust that 
is placed on us when you spend hard-
earned money to be part of this peak 
medical body. Not every decision I make, 
or statement I put out, will be popular 
with all of the membership. However, at 
a time when there is record graduation 
from medical schools, widespread 
anxiety about the availability and quality 
of training pathways for those graduates, 
major concerns for the health and well-
being of the profession, and mistrust of 
the political system, the AMA is more 
relevant than ever.

Thank you for allowing me to serve as 
your AMA (NSW) President.   dr.

DHAS offers an independent & confidential 
advice service for doctors and medical students

Work related stress • Clinical competence • Concern for a colleague • Relationship issues 
Psychological disorders • Alcohol or substance misuse • Financial difficulties  
Legal or ethical issues • Physical impairment

Who’s looking after you?

The DHAS acknowledges the Medical Board of Australia’s funding contribution

NSW Helpline 02 9437 6552 (7days)
www.dhas.org.au
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[ FROM THE CEO ]

Advocating for doctors’ interests and those of patients are two sides 
 of the same coin. We can’t make Australians care about us,  

if we don’t care about them. 

THIS EDITION marks my 10th year as CEO 
of AMA (NSW) and, as such, it is inevitable 
that such an anniversary gives pause for 
reflection about the conditions that have 
changed and those that have stayed the 
same. 

What has stayed the same is the 
strength of our commitment to advocate 
for doctors and patients. There is still no 
other organisation with the reach, political 
connections and public credibility to speak 
on behalf of healthcare matters. When 
the AMA does not do this, the vacuum is 
obvious, and the impact is profound. 

We are still the organisation best able to 
speak for the entire profession – whether it is 
GPs, doctors-in-training or other specialists, 
or even our medical student members. I 
am constantly told by doctors that the AMA 
represents everyone but their particular 
interest. I can assure you that this is not the 
case. We have strong voices in the AMA 
for all types of specialties. While it is easy 
for special interest groups to speak for their 
members, the reality is that voice is rarely 
effective; politicians know they do not get 
a good return when they only consider one 
doctor interest group. Time and time again, 
Governments come back to the AMA to find 
out what the health system as a whole will 
think about a particular issue. 

 One thing that some doctors think has 
changed, is that we now focus on issues 
that they consider to be outside the direct 
interests of medical professionals. We have 
had a few doctors express concern about 
the AMA’s advocacy on so-called ‘social 
issues’ and complain that the AMA should 
just get back to its core focus.  

There are many problems with this 
argument. The first being that doctors, 
and the AMA, have always been leading 
advocates on public health issues. Those 

FIGHTING FOR PUBLIC HEALTH  

issues have evolved as evidence of 
associated harms have been brought to 
light. Campaigns on smoking, seat belts 
and drink driving are good examples of this. 
And, in years to come, I am confident that 
issues such as marriage equality, climate 
change and refugee health will also be 
considered obvious concerns for the AMA 
to publicly campaign on.

However, doing the right thing and 
standing up against those things which 
harm the health and wellbeing of our 
community is not the only reason we talk 
about public health. We do it because if 
the only thing the AMA ever talked about 
was payment for doctors, people would 
very quickly stop listening to us. When the 
community has seen us as a creditable 
voice on issues they care about, we know 
that when we need to talk to them about 
issues which can be seen as impacting 
on doctors’ incomes, they will listen. This 
thoughtful, credible voice has become 
even more important in recent years as 
we move more of our advocacy to social 
media. We know that social media gives us 
an extraordinary platform to communicate 
directly with patients in a way that we could 
never have done through just mainstream 
media alone. 

Effective social media drives engagement  
in the form of ‘likes’, ‘shares’ and ‘views’.  
If we create content and a user likes or 
shares it, even if they don’t follow the AMA 
(NSW) page, they are still more likely to see 
content from us in the future. While this may 
sound like strange and magical thinking, it 
works. Take the recent example of marriage 
equality. We made a Facebook video that 
featured former AMA Presidents talking 
about why they – and the AMA – supported 
marriage equality as a health issue. The 
video was viewed more than 35,000 

times. Communication through Facebook 
allows us to reach an audience we would 
ordinarily struggle to find – younger 
people. Our largest group of followers on 
Facebook are women aged 25-34 and 18-
24, respectively. 

Fast forward to March 2018 and a 
post by AMA (NSW) Councillor Dr Fred 
Betros on Bupa goes viral, thanks to a 
signal boost from AMA (NSW). More than 
200,000 people saw Dr Betros’ post over 
one weekend. We then leveraged this with 
subsequent posts and found a mechanism 
to get at Bupa where it matters – younger, 
healthier consumers.

And continuing to reach people in 
these demographics is going to become 
increasingly important going forward, 
because we know the face of medicine is 
changing and that more women than men 
are in medical school.

So, our message is simple: for decades, 
the AMA has stood up for doctors and 
patients. Our work makes a difference and 
without us the profession would be far 
weaker. We will continue that advocacy for 
decades to come and we will always stand 
up for the profession and for patients. To 
those doctors who support us in that work, 
thank you. To our non-members, we hope 
you take the time to think about the future 
and to join with us in helping to shape what 
that future will be. dr.

fiona.davies@amansw.com.au

Fiona Davies CEO, AMA (NSW)
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[ DIT DIARY ]

While death is a stranger to no one, for doctors it is a more constant 
companion. Learning to deal with it takes time, experience and, occasionally, 

the wisdom of others.

OUR SOCIETY is not very comfortable 
discussing death. Nevertheless, on a 
long enough timeline everyone is affected 
by personal loss. The years before we 
know what it means to grieve are a time 
of blissful ignorance which some get to 
enjoy till quite late in life. However, as 
doctors we develop intimacy with the 
realities of death quickly – whether we 
are ready for it or not. 

Many interns arrive on the job with 
direct experience of death, in fact many 
people choose medicine as a result of 
experiencing the loss of a loved one. I 
have the utmost respect for those who 
have taken their grief and chosen to 
channel it positively, spending their lives 
attenuating suffering and comforting 
others through this inevitability. For those 
of us lucky enough to have delayed our 
acquaintance with death, internship 
can be the first time we have had to 
grapple with mortality – a fact not often 
acknowledged. We may talk about the 
end of life in a detached and professional 
way – drugs for comfort care, or filling 
out a death certificate correctly (that one 
gets a lot of airtime). But through medical 
school and pre-vocational training I 
only recall discussing our own mortality 
once when a beleaguered palliative care 
physician handed out photocopies of 
Sidney Nolan’s 1950 Burke Lay Dying and 
asked us to imagine how it would really 
feel to be in the desert alone with no hope 
of rescue. I drew his ire by pointing out 
I thought Burke should really have dug 
down for water under the roots of the 

THE DIT’S GUIDE TO DEATH

huge tree he was dying beside. Not really 
the objective of the exercise, but what’s 
the point of being Australian if you can’t 
demonstrate bush survival skills? 

We teach medical students sociocultural 
complexities like communication, 
consent, social determinants of health, 
and professionalism, but reflecting on 
mortality is considered an overreach – 
too personal. Even though I couldn’t help 
being a smartarse, I recognise that that 
palliative care physician was doing me a 
big favour by teaching me empathy for 
those who are out of options by breaking 
down the mental barrier between the 
dying patient and the young healthy 
doctor.

Dr Paul Kalanithi’s memoir When 
Breath Becomes Air describes his 
vertiginous spiritual and psychological 
shift when he was diagnosed with 
metastatic lung cancer at 37 years old, 
less than 12 months from becoming 
a fully qualified neurosurgeon. He 
describes an evolution in his relationship 
with death, and it is one I think most 
training doctors go through; from his 
first brush with mortality seeing two 
premature twins pass away on the first 
night of his internship, to the inevitable 
cognitive distance that develops between 
the dying patient and one’s self over 
time as a result of repetition and self-
preservation. He acts as an “ambassador 
of death” for families when their loved 
ones have severe traumatic brain 
injuries. When he himself must confront 
his own premature demise he can no 

longer insulate himself from a deep 
understanding of what his patients past 
and present go through, but realises we 
must all come to such an understanding 
eventually.  

I’d petition for When Breath Becomes 
Air to be added to the internship reading 
list along with Marshall & Ruedy’s On 
Call: Principles and Protocals and 
Samuel Shem’s The House of God. It is 
easy to say Dr Kalanithi’s book will have 
the positive effect of increased empathy 
and compassion, but this is the easiest 
and least controversial message. The real 
truth is that we will have a relationship 
with the end of life that will fluctuate with 
time and experience. We would be used 
up very quickly if we grieved for each and 
every patient we encounter. Reflection on 
our own experiences and listening to the 
stories of others puts us on the path to 
more thoughtful and self-aware practice 
as we continue our journey both as 
doctors and as emotional beings.   dr.

Dr Eliza Milliken Junior Doctor

@elizamilliken
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Federal Health Minister Greg Hunt’s claim that general practice has  
been “transformed” by the Government’s tepid thaw of  the Medicare freeze –  

which will add 55 cents on a standard consult this July 
 – is insulting, insist general practitioners.

A
SLAP

IN THE FACE



LAST FEBRUARY, Health Minister Greg Hunt appeared on Sky News to 
discuss health matters with Peta Credlin.

When questioned about bulk billing and out-of-pocket costs for 
patients, Minister Hunt said, “In terms of GP bulk billing, precisely the 
thing that we are doing is we are ending the freeze that Labor brought in. 
In specialist bulk billing, we are ending the freeze that Labor brought in.”

He added, “So you have two large specialist groups which will be 
transformed.”

His comments drew ire from general practitioners who questioned how the 
tepid thawing of the Medicare freeze could relieve the chronic underfunding 
of primary care. More than 135 GPs emailed AMA (NSW) after we asked 
members if they thought the slight increase to the current Medicare rebate 
was sufficient remuneration for the quality of care they provide. 

“It is an insult for the Minister to say this. It’s a paltry amount and in no 
way reflects the valuable care that I give to patients. The time, energy, and 
effort that I give to each and every one of my patients [keeps] them out 
of hospital... It makes sense to give primary care the value it deserves, 
because it is the proactive care of GPs that will in the end keep people 
healthy and [out of] the most expensive part of our health system,” said 
one GP in response. 

QUICK HISTORY
In 2013, the Labor Government announced a “temporary” budget 
measure. It decided to freeze the amount of the Medicare rebate. While 
costs of living went up, the rebate was not indexed and doctors were paid 
the same amount as they were in 2014 when the policy came into effect. 

Labor might have started the fire, but the Coalition kept it burning. When 
the Coalition came into power it proposed a number of ill-fated reforms, 
which were ultimately retracted by former Prime Minister Tony Abbott who 
declared co-payments, “dead, buried and cremated.” They did stick to the 
continuation of the Medicare freeze however, extending it until 2020. 

Last May, general practitioners were slightly buoyed by the 
announcement from Minister Hunt that there would be an end to the 
rebate freeze. The devil, of course, was in the details. From July 2017, the 
Federal Government allowed indexation for bulk-billing incentives – the 
equivalent of about 12 cents. 

This July, GPs will benefit from a further thawing of the freeze when 
indexation is applied to GP attendance items, which will add an extra 
55 cents on a standard consult this July.

However, GPs must wait until mid-2020 for indexation on a further 
140 MBS items.

TRANSFORMED?
AMA (NSW) has been flooded with comments from GPs who fail to see 
how the 55 cents from this July will have a meaningful impact on the 

permanent damage created by year-on-year underfunding of primary care.
As one GP said, “It has been patently obvious that the Medicare 

rebate has been insufficient long, long before the freeze was introduced 
and that the unfreezing will have the same effect as re-arranging the deck 
chairs on the Titanic…”

Another GP stated, “It is nothing other than a pretence. The ‘increase’ 
is miniscule – way below the CPI for even one year let alone five years, 

which extends long past the time that 
Labor had intended. Disingenuous, 
dishonest, dirty politics. What percentage 
have politicians and public service 
salaries risen in five years?”

[Editor’s note: According to the 
Australian Taxpayers’ Alliance, 
Australia has some of the highest paid 
bureaucrats in the world – earning 
salaries two or three times their US 
and UK counterparts. An independent 
Remuneration Tribunal gave politicians 
a 2% pay rise last June – the first in 18 
months. The raise boosted backbench 
MPs salaries from $199,040 to 
$203,020, while the average cabinet 
minister is now paid $350,209. The pay 
rise coincided with a cut to their tax rate 
from 49% to 47%.]

EFFECT ON GPs
Many general practitioners noted that 
they were increasingly finding it difficult 
for their practices to maintain financial 
sustainability.

“It is a juggling act every month to 
make enough to cover outgoings,” said 
one doctor.

“The slight increase in the Medicare 
levy barely covers the practice basics, 
such as increased electricity and staffing 
costs. It does not allow for providing 
good quality care as it compromises the 
full services a GP practice can provide,” 
said another GP.

Many commented on how the 
Medicare rebate freeze has forced them 
to rethink their billing practices – limiting 
bulk billing and increasing out-of-pocket 
costs for patients.

“I have abandoned bulk billing. 
The stress from being underpaid and 
overworked finally broke this camel’s 
back,” one doctor commented.

Another said, “I currently work in 
a mixed billing practice, so I have 
discretionary ability to bulk bill those 
people who are unable to pay any gaps. 
Whenever I do this, I wonder how many 
other essential service providers are 
providing a personal charity service to 
the population – dentists? Pharmacists? 
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Psychologists? Each of these providers serve the needs of poor people, 
yet no one expects to access their services at no cost.”

The Federal Government routinely refers to bulk-billing rates, which 
have gone up, not down, in the wake of the Medicare freeze – as if this 
figure justifies a lack of investment in primary care. During the Sky News 
interview, Minister Hunt boasted that GP bulk-billing rates are about 
85.9%. However, many medical professionals say this figure is misleading. 
Bulk-billing rates are calculated on services rather than patients, and 
include pathology and medical imaging. Analysts indicate that rising rates 
may also be a reflection of increasing health services that use the MBS, 
including women’s health centres, refugee health centres, family planning 
clinics, headspace clinics, alcohol and drug services, and not-for-profit 
rehabilitation centres, to name a few. These are all worthy services, 
however they increase the bulk-billing rates, and they are very different 
business models to private general practices.

A 2016 RACGP report suggested closer to 69% of GP consultations 
were bulk billed, and patients were paying an average of $48.69 in out-of-
pocket fees.

Doctors indicate higher out-of-pockets costs are forcing some patients 
to skip seeing their GP regularly, or seek treatment at public hospitals.

“The gap fee charged by practices has increased, resulting in patients 
presenting to emergency departments where the cost of a consultation 
to the health system far outweighs the cost in a GP office. This waste of 
the health dollar has to be quantified and researched by the Government. 
If the Medicare rebate was higher, costs to run a small business could 
be met with a reduced gap fee, and more patients would have access 
to a general practitioner of their choice – the ideal situation for continuity 
and preventative health care. There is no doubt that underfunding affects 
primary care. Financial stressors on GPs are significant, and affects the 
quality care that can be otherwise provided.”

EFFECT ON PATIENT CARE
In addition to asking members about the remuneration, AMA (NSW) asked 
GPs how the chronic underfunding of primary care affected patients.

One doctor said, “Patients are less likely to visit their GP when they are 
asked to pay for the consultation, and when they do present it is often 
with multiple problems that have been saved up in order to get ‘value for 
their money’. This places significant stress on the GP to address all the 
concerns in the consultation. Some patients believe that it is their right to 
be bulk billed or in other words treated for nothing. They do not understand 
that when a GP bulk bills them for their consultation the GP is taking 
approximately half of what their peak body recommends is the appropriate 
fee. What other profession is asked to discount their fee by 50%.”

The other effect on patient care was the duration of time spent with the GP.
“The biggest issue with patients is the need to spend shorter and 

shorter time with them in order to make ends meet with consequential 
increase in referrals (quicker) and reduction in health outcomes.”

SOLUTIONS?
When the Federal Government announced its health budget in 2017, AMA 
(NSW) President, Professor Brad Frankum called it a “crushing blow” for GPs.

“At this rate it will be many years before patients see an appreciable 
difference in out-of-pocket costs,” he said.

“This is a crushing blow for general practice in NSW and continues to be 

an ongoing problem for specialists and 
the patients who need care.”

AMA (NSW) launched its ‘Future 
Practice’ campaign in May 2016 to help 
GPs build financially sustainable practices 
in the wake of the freeze.

The Future Practice campaign 
offers members several resources, 
including a Practice Health Check, as 
well as consultations with our Practice 
Management Advisor, Cathy Baynie – 
who has a wealth of knowledge and 
experience helping GPs around the State 
make their practice more sustainable by 
evaluating their billing methods. AMA 
(NSW) also offers GPs an IT consultation 
service to help doctors use technology 
more effectively to streamline processes 
and give patients the best experience 
possible.

The Future Practice website – www.
futurepractice.com.au – also includes 
posters for GP waiting rooms, which help 
explain the Medicare freeze to patients.

In responding to Minister Hunt’s 
comments, several general practitioners 
urged the AMA to highlight that the 
rebate is actually money the Government 
gives to patients, not doctors.

As one doctor noted, “Patients have 
been led to believe that the rebate is 
what the doctors are, and should be, 
paid. I think it would be worth using 
the media to highlight the fact that the 
rebate is in fact a patient rebate from 
the insurance company they belong to 
– Medicare – so that they will not need 
to pay for the total cost of their own 
healthcare.”  dr.

“Creating a subclass of  
medical workers leads to 
demoralisation and inability 
to provide world class care. 
That chiropractors and 
pseudo health workers earn 
more than GPs is a disgrace.”
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A systems thinker with a passion for general practice, 
Dr Danielle McMullen continues to push for creative 
solutions to the complexities facing primary care. 

DR DANIELLE MCMULLEN would make 
a good CEO. Or potentially a commercial 
pilot. She’d be equally effective as a 
courtroom lawyer. Or perhaps an industrial 
architect? The point is, Dr Danielle 
McMullen comes across as the kind of 
person who would succeed at anything. 

One thing is for certain, she makes for 
an excellent doctor.

“I actually think I just fell into it. It was 
one of those things where I think I was 
good at school, and it was like, ‘why don’t 
you do medicine?’”

It’s indicative of the easy, self-confidence 
she exudes. And another reason why it’s 
impossible not to like Dr McMullen. She’s 
not only extremely warm and down-to-
earth, but she’s straight-forward, with a 
dry sense of humour.

She, however, describes herself as a bit 
of a mother hen – someone who not only 
likes to take care of other people, but be in 
control of the situation at hand.

“Otherwise known as the bossy boots,” 
she jokes. “I like to be in control and must be 
a part of everything, for fear of missing out!”

Which is also what drew her to medico-
politics. Dr McMullen joined the AMA as 
an intern and attended DIT Committee 
meetings from the start.

“And that was the beginning of it. Shortly 
after that I went to a Women in Medicine 
High Tea. I remember talking to Fiona who 
said, ‘you know Danielle, you’re in now.’”

Fiona Davies, CEO of AMA (NSW), says 
Dr McMullen has been a valuable addition 
to the AMA. “She has an air of calm 
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competence and an ability to see all of 
the sides of the issue. It’s been particularly 
valuable to have Danielle’s experience 
of moving through the hospital system 
and into general practice training and 
now general practice. It’s been a really 
important voice for the AMA and Danielle 
brings the best of those experiences.”

Dr McMullen went from regularly 
attending DIT Committee meetings, to 
taking over as Chair in 2014 until 2016. 
From there, she joined the AMA Board of 
Directors as DIT nominee, then Honorary 
Treasurer, and currently sits as Chair of the 
Council. 

“Part of the reason I got into medical 
politics is that what we do in our 
consulting room is critically important 
and integral to patient health, but that 
only works efficiently and effectively if we 
have a health system that works. So you 
need systems of communication, you 
need funding models that work, you need 
a culture of medicine that is supportive 
of both doctors and patients, for that 
consultation in your clinic room to be as 
effective as possible.”

And while she’s finished her own 
training, Dr McMullen is still concerned for 
future doctors.

“An important issue for GPs over the 
next few years will be the training of our 
future peers. There was a huge change 
to the training program in 2014 with 
the closure of GPET and the tender for 
regional training providers. We are again 
bracing for change as the colleges take 
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back control of training from 2019. This 
should be a positive step in ensuring 
that training is profession-led. But we 
need to make sure that the high quality 
we currently have continues, and that 
registrars are not negatively affected in 
the transition or in the future. In particular, 
I’m concerned that costs of training will 

skyrocket and we should continue to fight 
hard for the government to continue to 
support GP training.”

Despite her passion and interest in 
medico-politics, Dr McMullen is measured 
in her ambitions – at least in the short term. 

“I don’t have any firm plans, but if I 
could make a meaningful contribution to 
the profession as AMA (NSW) President 
one day it would be an honour – we 
haven’t had a female president in a 
while. I’m about to join the Federal AMA 
Board, which will be an interesting new 
challenge.”

It’s not a bad trajectory for “a kid 
with funny accent” who moved back 
to Australia after spending most of her 
childhood living abroad.

While Dr McMullen was born in Sydney, 
her Dad – who worked in life insurance – 
moved the family overseas. Dr McMullen 

grew up in South Korea and Indonesia 
and attended international schools.

“I had this crazy international accent 
when I was a kid – I went to British 
schools, but my mum is American, and 
Dad was Australian.”

The family returned to Australia when 
Dr McMullen was 12, moving to a small 

community on the Central Coast. On the 
cusp of starting high school, Dr McMullen 
went from attending a huge international 
private school to a tiny country public 
school with about 60 students – in total.

“That was a bit of culture shock,” she 
says. 

It was a tricky transition, but – as in 
all things – Dr McMullen proved herself 
adaptable. She succeeded in school 
and was accepted into UNSW’s medical 
program. At 17, she left home and moved 
into residential college on campus.

Of that time, she recalls: “There was a 
really good community feel with a group of 
people who were all trying to get through 
it together.”

There were some challenges in medical 
school, however. In 2009, the year before 
she graduated, her father passed away 
from melanoma. Despite this loss, she 

speaks highly of UNSW, 
which was flexible with the 
program. As a result, she 
managed to fulfil all of the 
necessary requirements and 
graduate on time. 

The painful experience 
was also a lesson in 
perspective. 

“That was really my only 
healthcare experience to that 
point in time, and it allowed 
me to see things from the 
other side. It certainly has 
helped me as a doctor – we 
are also people and have 
been through our own life 
experiences and being able 
to bring that context to work 
enriches your professional life.”

She credits her mum, 
as well as her brother 
and sister-in-law for being 
uncompromisingly supportive 
throughout university 
and training, and helping 
celebrate  her achievements 
– big and small.

After graduating medical 
school in 2010, Dr McMullen 
was accepted as an intern 
at St Vincent’s Hospital 
in Sydney where she 
completed her PGY1-3, with 
regional terms in Wagga 
Wagga and Nowra. She 
describes St Vincent’s as 
being a friendly atmosphere, 
with a “small hospital vibe.”

“It was a pleasant 
environment to be in and they 
really did push their Mission 
and Value Statement, so 
the staff were generally very 
supportive of each other.” 
She adds, “But it was hard 
work and long hours and I’ve 
probably banished the bad 
bits out of my memory.”

In her second and third 
year, she tossed between 
going into aged care or 
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general practice, but the latter won out in 
the end.

“My passion for general practice has 
been inspired by all the great supervisors 
and mentors that I’ve had. My first general 
practice experience was in Kings Cross 
with Dr Ray Seidler, who sadly passed 
away a few years ago. He was enigmatic 
and future thinking; insistent on having 
a paper-free practice and forcing St 
Vincent’s Hospital to accept his electronic 
referrals long before anyone else. He was 
just so passionate about being a true 
general practitioner and looking after his 
whole community. In a morning we’d 
see everyone from the homeless fellow 
on the corner, the backpackers up the 
street, to the Potts Point celebrities and 
millionaires.”

As a GP Registrar at the Hornsby-
Brooklyn GP Unit, she worked with Dr 
Liz Marles (former RACGP President), 
Dr Penny Browne (Chief Medical Officer 
at Avant), and Prof Simon Willcock 
(Chairman of the Board at Avant).

“They are these fantastic GPs who have 
other interests outside of clinical medicine 
and made me realise oh, yeah, you can 
do that, you can do both.”

Dr Penny Browne describes Dr 
McMullen as an engaged and committed 
registrar, who was also interested in the 
bigger picture. 

“She is a systems thinker with a 
passion for general practice and quality 
clinical care, which combined make 
the ingredients of a future leader in our 
profession. She cares about the future 
of medicine and wants to work towards 
maintaining a healthy, thriving, quality 
medical profession of the future.”

Dr McMullen now works full time 
at Church Street Medical Practice in 
Newtown. It’s a large practice – with 
almost 20 general practitioners; nearly 
half of whom work part-time. It’s a mixed 
billing practice, with a loyal patient base. 

For Dr McMullen, the best part of the 
job is the privilege of being a part of her 
patients’ lives. 

“I enjoy getting to know who my 
patients are. People will tell you their 

deepest, darkest secrets and you’ll help 
them through the best times and the 
worst times. You get to tell people they’re 
pregnant and congratulate them on that 
and you get to hold their hand through the 
death of a loved one. It’s pretty profound 
to be invited into that space.” 

For Prof Willcock, Dr McMullen’s 
success with patients and aptitude for 
medico-politics is no surprise.

“I have been a GP supervisor for 
more than 30 years and have probably 
supervised several hundred GP registrars 
over that time. It is a privilege to be a 
supervisor to these young GPs because 
they are almost universally smart, diligent 
and keen to learn. Despite this, one of 
the most challenging aspects of general 
practice is understanding and coping with 
the diversity of issues that characterise 
the populations that we encounter. 
Even as a registrar Danielle had a great 
understanding of people, and brought a 
non-judgemental and inclusive approach 
to practice. She also had a mature 
approach to work-life balance and has 
been able to negotiate the challenges of 
practice as a young doctor better than 
most. It is not surprising that she is both 
respected and liked by her peers. She is 
already a leader within the profession, and 
I know that she has the capacity to excel 
at any further leadership roles that she 
takes on in the future.”

He adds, “The future of the AMA 
lies in leadership from doctors such as 
Danielle, who have the experience and 
skills to lead a complex organisation in a 
challenging world, and who have earned 
the admiration and trust of their peers.”

For her own part, Dr McMullen thinks 
we’re at a point where we need to rethink 
the system – especially in primary care.

“The GP should be, and often is, 
really happy to be that central point of 
communication and care for the patient to 
help be their advocate. That takes lots of 
time and energy and good communication 
within the care team, which is challenging 
in a complex, stretched health system. 
“The Medicare rebate is never going to 
be enough to sustain primary care in the 

form that we’d like it to be. 
So something has got to 
change and I think continuing 
to chase after a better MBS 
item rebate for Item 23 is 
wasting energy where there 
might be some more creative 
conversations. With rising 
out-of-pocket costs, I feel 
like there’s getting to be a 
groundswell behind change 
and a bit more appetite for 
novel systems.”

She admits, however, that 
getting doctors to agree on a 
path forward is going to be a 
challenge. 

“None of us like change. 
We all want to keep 
practicing the way we have 
been – even those of us who 
have only been around for a 
few years get comfortable in 
a mode of practice and so I 
can imagine that for people 
who have been practising 
one way for 40-odd years 
change could be scary. But I 
think we’ve really got to start 
thinking to the future – what 
do we really want primary 
care and general practice 
to look like and how can we 
best serve the needs of our 
population? 

“I wonder sometimes if it’s 
hard for grassroots members 
to see what happens inside 
the AMA. But changes in 
the medical system happen 
slowly. Those of us around 
the table sometimes get 
frustrated by the pace of 
change. But each time we 
have a conversation, there 
are small improvements 
and we get a step close to 
a better system. A small 
change for the better is 
something to be proud of.”  
dr.
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Dr Jaspreet Saini
As a general practitioner and Clinical Director of Governance for WentWest,  

Dr Jaspreet Saini has a multi-focal perspective on primary care.

IT WAS the last leg of their family 
vacation in India. Dr Jaspreet Saini’s 
family was travelling from Punjab to 
Delhi, where they planned to fly back to 
Australia. His parents had hired a private 
driver to take them the almost 400 
kilometres to the airport. Two-thirds of 
the way through the trip, the driver had a 
micro-sleep at the wheel.

Drifting into the oncoming lane, the hired 
car collided with a truck, which nearly 
forced their 4-wheel-drive off the bridge 
and into – what would have been certain 
death – the water below. 

Dr Saini, who was only 10 years old at 
the time, was sitting in the backseat playing 
cards with his little sister. Remarkably, 
his parents and his sister were relatively 
unscathed by the accident. Dr Saini 
however, was not. During the horrific crash 
a metal pole came flying through the front 
windshield of the car striking him in the 
middle of the face.

His family rushed him to a local public 
hospital. It had no electricity. The medical 
staff were going to do a quick clean and a 
few stitches, using unsterile equipment and 
in bad lighting conditions. 

Fortunately, a taxi driver offered to take 
them free of charge to a nearby private 
hospital. The difference between the two 
facilities cannot be overstated. In addition 
to being a clean and modern environment, 
the facility employed a plastic surgeon with 
25 years’ experience. The doctor ended 
up doing 32 stitches across his eyebrows 
and nose.

The experience had a profound effect on 
Dr Saini. 

“That showed to me the potential 
that existed within medicine to be able 
to help people when they are at their 

most vulnerable and that really touched 
me and inspired me to pursue a career 
in medicine,” said Dr Saini, who – two 
decades later – now works as a general 
practitioner in Blacktown.

Despite pointing out evidence to the 
contrary, Dr Saini insists he was lucky.

“It could have been a lot worse. 
Everything was stacked against us in terms 
of where the accident occurred. It was a 
4-wheel drive against a truck and both 
going at reasonably high speeds,” he said. 
“In the grand scheme of things we were 
very fortunate that my parents and sister 
were ok and really it was just a metal pole 
and I was able to be operated on by a 
good surgeon.”

It’s that same glass half full optimism 
that makes Dr Saini a good doctor – his 
ability to turn what some might view as 
a negative experience into a character 
building moment.

He describes his years as a medical 
student as being hugely challenging – not 
so much in terms of learning the volumes 
of material (that’s a given), but the feeling of 
isolation from his family and friends.

“It was very, very tough. I was basically 
learning how to be an adult. I was 17 at 
the time I started med school – 17, young, 
naïve, impressionable, going into a new 
city and basically learning everything from 
scratch.”

Dr Saini was born in India, but moved to 
Australia when he was two years old. Since 
then, he’s called Blacktown ‘home’ for 
most of his life.

His parents, which he speaks of with 
incredible fondness, first lived in a block 
of units, before moving to a small house, 
and then eventually trading up to the 
bigger house they live in today. While his 

parents weren’t particularly well off, Dr 
Saini says they prioritised the education 
of their children.

“Essentially, they left no stone unturned 
to make sure my sister and I received 
an education that would help enable us 
to achieve what we wanted to achieve. 
Mum and Dad worked very hard to try and 
support us. We got the bare basics and 
that was about it. But what we did get as a 
luxury was education.”

So when he left home in 2006 to go 
to medical school at Monash University 
in Melbourne, it was a decision his family 
supported, but one that separated him 
for his close-knit community and support 
network.

“It was definitely a challenge. I lived 
out of a suitcase for much of university, 
because there were some years there that 
I would have to move every six weeks from 
one place to another.” Dr Saini spent a lot 
of time in country Victoria. He recalls one 
particular stint in Moe, Victoria – a mining 
and farming town of about 15,000 people. 
His student accommodation was about a 
kilometre from the next closest living soul. 
The funeral parlour, however, was right 
across the street. The funeral parlour was 
actually connected to the local hospital via 
an underground tunnel, which was used as 
a direct means of transporting bodies.

“It was absolutely spooky. I did have a 
housemate at the time, but she would go 
and visit her family on the weekends, so on 
the weekends it was just me completely 
alone. Where I’m from in India, we have 
these preconceptions that it’s going to be 
haunted and that was a very frightening 
experience to be around a funeral parlour.”  

He jokes lightly about his fear of ghosts, 
but what was real was the loneliness he felt 
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at this time.
“It taught me a lot about being a 

human. It taught me emotions, it taught 
me what it means to be isolated and what 
it means to be anxious and depressed. 
And as a doctor now, it was really such an 
important life lesson, in order to be able to 
understand that and to really understand 
where patients are coming from when they 
come talk to me as well.”

Upon graduation, Dr Saini was accepted 
into an internship at Blacktown Hospital. 
The homecoming couldn’t have come at a 
better time.

“Internship is really, for all doctors, an 
incredibly challenging experience, so 
being around family at that time was so 
necessary for me.”

His interest wavered between 
anaesthetics, surgery and paediatrics, 
which made choosing a specialty pathway 
very difficult. However, in general practice 
he saw an opportunity to do a little bit of 
everything he enjoyed. It also gave him a 
chance to build relationships with patients 
and follow them along their journeys 
through life.

Anyone who has had even the slightest 
interaction with Dr Saini will realise this is 
what’s called ‘playing to one’s strengths’.

Dr Saini exudes a warmth that cannot be 
taught in medical school. Soft-spoken and 
affable, he’s immediately likeable and it’s 
easy to see why he’s so well-suited to this 
specialty.

He credits Dr Michael Crampton for 
providing a blueprint to being the kind of 
doctor he wanted to be.

“I had the opportunity to work with 
him at his practice, which was one of the 
most amazing experiences I’ve ever had. I 
had met a man who was very passionate 
and caring to his patients, who knew his 
patients very well, but beyond that his 
patients knew him very well. He was the 
epitome of someone who knew how to 
build relationships and rapport with people. 
And when I compared my experiences with 
my colleagues I realised how absolutely 
fortunate I was to start off my career in 
general practice with someone I respected 
so much.

“He showed me what general practice 
can be if you’re doing it correctly. And I 
think he’s the one who really cemented my 
desire to be a good GP.”

Dr Saini also credits Adjunct A/Prof 
Walter Kmet, the CEO of WentWest, 
as being another major influence 
professionally.

“He provided me with an opportunity to 
work within an organisation that looks at 
how we can do things better in health.” 

In terms of his personal life, he pays 
homage to his wife, Gurleen.

“She is such a tremendous support for 
me, and incredibly patient in the face of 
odd hours, meetings that go till late in the 
evening, and work/study that can often 
stretch into our personal lives.”

In addition to working at The Practice 
in Blacktown (yes, that’s name of medical 
centre where Dr Saini works), he spends 
two days a week as the Director of Clinical 
Governance for WentWest. 

WentWest is the primary health network 
for the western Sydney community. Its 
remit is to deliver support and education to 
primary care and work with key partners 
to improve the region’s health system. In 
addition to overseeing the safety, risk and 
accountability of programs being delivered, 
Dr Saini looks at ways to increase the 
quality of those activities.

He also looks at how WentWest can 
engage GPs in practice transformation, as 
well as the means of delivering education in 
the community and whether that involves 
GPs, nurses or allied health members. 
These activities are conducted with 
input from the clinical council, which is 
composed of members of various health 
professions within primary care, as well as 
a consumer council.

“It’s definitely rewarding. The 
opportunity to roll out programs on 
a regional level and provide regional 
leadership is quite crucial because it 
means we can start forming strong 
relationships with people who are actually 
operating on the ground and making 
things work. We’ve got some practices 
that are quite heavily involved in the 
Health Care Home trials and been trying 

to genuinely make a difference in the 
way they care for patients and to go out 
into practices, see what they’re doing, 
see what the challenges and barriers are 
and support some of those activities is 
actually quite outstanding.”

According to Dr Saini, the biggest 
problem in delivering healthcare at 
the moment is fragmentation. Medical 
practitioners continue to work in silos, 
rather than a functional and collaborative 
system. The other major failure is lack of 
data.

“In an ideal future, healthcare teams 
will have a good understanding of their 
patient population. They’ll have access to 
data, they’ll have access to information 
that will help them make decisions and 
work with the people that they serve 
to make those decisions. We’ll have 
patients that are able to look at data in a 
very transparent manner and help them 
navigate a system that is friendlier and 
designed around them, rather than it 
being designed for the doctors.”

Being able to balance his own practice 
work with his work at WentWest gives 
Dr Saini both a close-up view of the day-
to-day challenges of being a GP, as well 
as a long view on primary care and the 
opportunities that exist to make it better.

“When you work in a traditional general 
practice facility, you’re trying your absolute 
best to keep the boat afloat, so to speak, 
and just make sure that you’re operating 
at a safe and competent manner, where 
you’re putting your patients first. 

“But you don’t really get to experience 
anything that changes the dynamic of 
general practice or start looking at how 
we can work better with our specialist 
colleagues in hospital, or how we can 
start working better with our allied 
health colleagues – there just isn’t that 
opportunity. So, having two days to just 
think about those things, to contribute 
ideas, to learn from others and having a 
bit of head space where you’re not just 
looking after patients, but actually starting 
to think about ways you can better do 
that is just an amazing thing to be able to 
do.”  dr.
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that Sydney City Lexus offers the Lexus Corporate Programme to AMA NSW members.
  
LEXUS CORPORATE PROGRAMME BENEFITS
• Preferential Corporate Pricing 1

• 3 year/60,000 km complimentary servicing 2

• Reduced dealer delivery fee of $995 (ex GST)
• Priority ordering and allocation
• Dedicated Corporate Sales Manager for all enquiries
 
THE LEXUS CORPORATE PROGRAMME ALSO INCORPORATES ENCORE PRIVILEGES
• Service loan cars & complimentary pick-up/drop-off during servicing
• Lexus DriveCare, providing 24-hours roadside assistance
• Lexus exclusive owner events

5564 SCL Corporate Programme 2 AMA.indd   1 12/10/2017   9:27 AM



AMA (NSW) has ramped up events for members.
In recent months we’ve run these seminars:

Buying your rooms via SMSF
Buying or joining a practice
Sydney High Tea
Employer Essentials:  
Contracts and Fair Work Compliance
Investment update from  
Shaw & Partners

 And there are many more to come, including: the 2018 Private  
Practice Conference, the Alliance Junior Doctors’ Conference 2018,  

and a Careers Workshop for Doctors-in-Training
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AMA (NSW) has ramped up events for members.
In recent months we’ve run these seminars:

NOT A 
MEMBER?
There’s never been a  

better time to join
Join now and get ACCESS to  

AMA (NSW) events

www.amansw.com.au/ 
join-the-ama/ 
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The shock announcement followed 
closely on the heels of Bupa’s decision 
to remove gap fee coverage for hip and 
knee replacements, pregnancy and 
other major procedures for patients on 
“minimum benefits” policies – about a 
third of its Australian members.

AMA President Michael Gannon 
highlighted the timing of Bupa’s 
changes, which were announced just 
weeks after Federal Health Minister 
Greg Hunt approved a 3.95% increase 
to private health insurance premiums.

“The AMA will not stand by and let 
Bupa, or any insurer, take this big leap 
towards US-style managed care,” he 
said. “The care that Australian patients 
receive will not be dictated by a big 
multinational with a plan for vertical 
integration.”

The move also drew the attention of 
Federal Health Minister Greg Hunt, who 
requested the Private Health Insurance 
Ombudsman to investigate the fund.

In the week following its 
announcement, Australians voted with 
their feet. According to iSelect, nearly 
1000 people switched from Bupa, while 

6400 Bupa policy members enquired 
about other funds – up 82% on the 
same period the previous year.

In a bid to stem the haemorrhage 
of its members, Bupa adjusted its 
controversial changes. Bupa tweaked 
its changes to allow patients who are 
admitted to a public hospital for an 
elective, pre-booked procedure to still 
be able to access the gap coverage.

Doctors are still worried however, 
about these important points:
•  Only procedures performed in Bupa-

approved facilities by doctors with an 
arrangement with Bupa will be eligible.

•  While Bupa claims that 96 per cent 
of hospitals are approved for these 
schemes, it is deliberately singling 
out work done in venues like doctor-
owned day surgeries as work that 
won’t be covered.

•  After 1 August, Bupa patients who 
wish to be treated in a non-Bupa 
facility may face waiting periods if they 
decide to change health funds. 
Prof Frankum called Bupa’s retreat 

“completely inadequate”.
Dr Fred Betros, a surgeon from 

WHEN Bupa announced policy changes 
to its Medical Gap Scheme the outcry 
from the medical profession was swift 
and vociferous.

“This favours people being treated 
in Bupa-contracted facilities and that 
behaviour is unconscionable because 
we need to have a range of facilities 
that are available to people, that are 
appropriate to their clinical care, and 
where doctors choose to do that work 
should be their choice, not an insurer’s 
choice,” said AMA (NSW) President, 
Professor Brad Frankum.

On social media, doctors and patients 
reacted just as strongly. More than 504 
people shared AMA (NSW)’s email to 
members, while 602 supported it and 
116 people made comments. 

Bupa announced changes to its 
Medical Gap Scheme in early March – 
advising its members that they would 
only qualify for gap cover if they are 
treated in a Bupa-contracted facility. 
Patients who choose a doctor not 
registered to work at a Bupa facility 
would be exposed to higher out-of-
pocket costs.

AMA (NSW) is committed to its campaign against Bupa’s health cover changes, 
which would erode patient choice of doctor and hospital.

CHOICE
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Western Sydney, echoed these 
comments, labelling Bupa’s weak 
concession as ‘lip service’.

“The majority of admissions are in an 
emergency scenario and I think Bupa 
has done this to restore some public 
faith in them, but what they’ve done is a 
token offering,” Dr Betros told the SMH.

Bupa currently represents around 
27% of the private insurance market 
in Australia. Given its prominence, 
these changes will have a significant 
impact on healthcare in NSW. There 
is additional concern that other health 
funds may follow suit.

As doctors are well aware, NSW 
public hospitals provide services to 
public patients. Not only does this 
provide revenue to public hospitals, it 
provides patients with the important 
opportunity to access high quality 
services with the doctor of their 
choice in a public facility. For many 
specialties, particularly physician 
specialties, this may be the only place 
they can utilise this choice.

While VMOs are entitled to set their 
own fees for treating private patients 

in public hospitals, many choose to 
accept a no gap fee. This option will 
now be removed for Bupa patients.

The other issue is the lack of clarity 
between booked and unbooked 
patients. And there is a range of 
medical conditions, such as acute 
pneumonia which would require 
emergency admission and could not 
be considered pre-booked.

Beyond public hospitals, there 
is concern that the changes will 
impact smaller hospitals and day 
procedure clinics, who will be unable 
to negotiate approved contracts and 
therefore doctors providing services 
there will be unable to access no gap 
arrangements. Those patients will most 
likely be directed to other facilities or 
back to the public hospital system.

In a bid to maintain pressure on Bupa, 
AMA (NSW) met with the CEO of Bupa 
to advise the health insurer that our 
organisation would not accept these 
changes. Prof Frankum also spoke with 
State Health Minister, Brad Hazzard 
about the changes and implications for 
NSW’s public hospitals. In response, Mr 
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Hazzard pledged to put the issue on the 
agenda for the next COAG meeting. 

In the following weeks, AMA (NSW) 
will provide additional information to 
Local Health Districts to better inform 
them of the changes, and host meetings 
with doctors to discuss the implications 
for doctors, patients and hospitals. The 
meetings will provide an opportunity 
for the AMA to hear your concerns and 
for us to update you on our campaign 
plans. We will be providing the latest 
information and resources for your 
practices to help you inform patients 
about the changes.

In addition, AMA (NSW) will be 
creating materials for doctors to use in 
their waiting rooms and on social media 
to explain what Bupa’s policy changes 
mean for patients.

We also welcome the efforts of other 
medical organisations in highlighting 
these changes to their members 
and patients. ASOS, COPS and the 
ASO have joined together to produce 
information for waiting rooms that can 
be found on http://www.asoeye.org/
private-health-switch.  dr.
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A 
VISION 

FOR 
HEALTHCARE 

We need to challenge the current narrative on health, says AMA (NSW) 
Prof  Brad Frankum, who is running in the upcoming Federal AMA election 
for President. Adequate funding for primary care and public hospitals is an 

investment in our Nation’s health, not a budgetary burden.

THE LACK OF imagination and vision 
in health policy on both sides of politics 
should be of great concern to all of us.

The AMA can elevate the debate and 
promote a vision for health and exert great 
influence at the next Federal election. At 
times like these, it is the duty of the AMA 
to step up and demand more imagination 
and focus on health from politicians 
who would prefer to coast along with 
conditions just tolerable enough so that 
few complain loudly. 

We owe it to our members and patients 
to speak up, because if we don’t no one 
else will.

With the right leadership, the AMA is a 
potent political force that can be used to 
better our lives and our patients’ lives, and 
we should never shy away from doing the 
right thing.

We need to shift the tone of the debate 
from the current health costs as a burden, 
to wise use of money to invest in the 
Nation’s health.

We need a President with a track 
record of understanding the imperative for 
integration of care between primary care, 
hospitals, and specialist practice, and 

results to show for it.
We need a leader who understands 

public health, the importance of 
prevention, the hospital sector, and the 
role of teaching, training, and research.

We need a President who is able to 
articulate the need for a comprehensive 
national plan on obesity, mental health, 
and substance abuse.

We need someone who has proven 
willing to take a stand on bullying and 
harassment in the workplace.

We need someone with a commitment 
to Indigenous health, and a record of 
putting ideas into action.

We need someone who understands 
the complexity of chronic disease and 
aged care management, and just how 
contingent this is on all of the sectors 
working together.

My experiences to date have prepared 
me for this Federal leadership role. I am 
pleased to say that in NSW we have an 
excellent relationship with Government 
but, at the same time, we do not hold 
back when we disagree. The Government 
expects this, our members demand it, 
and the public at large relies upon it.

In addition to working on State issues, 
my role on Federal Council gave me a 
platform for wider advocacy. I was proud 
to chair the working party that developed 
the AMA’s position on marriage equality, 
and to host the five past Presidents at a 
media event to support the yes vote.

I will not be silent on the need to care 
for the asylum seekers Australia is keeping 
in offshore detention.

I’ve seen these issues dismissed as 
social issues that are only loosely related 
to people’s health – I don’t believe these 
criticisms to be true.

These are health issues.
In the next AMA Federal Election, I 

will be running on a ticket with Dr Jill 
Tomlinson from Victoria for Vice-President.
Jill and I will work extremely effectively as 
a team. Jill will bring a range of skills to the 
position across a range of issues.

She has been a strident voice against 
harassment, a great supporter of junior 
doctors, and has great knowledge of the 
application of digital technology.

I believe that together we can provide a 
strong voice for the AMA. dr.

[ FEATURE ]
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Take the pain out of health fund 
claiming with HealthPoint.
Commonwealth Bank now offers Australian Medical Association 
NSW members on the spot claims, rebates and payments.

Commonwealth Bank provides Australian Medical Association NSW members with a new range of market 
leading health fund claim solutions. Process private health fund rebates, Medicare benefits and gap 
payments with one easy terminal and get your EFTPOS funds in your Commonwealth Bank account on the 
same day, every day*.

Faster claims processing:

 • Simplify processing: Process Medicare Easyclaim and private health fund rebates on the spot. No more 
invoicing or missed payments – just fast, easy card transactions.

 • Reduce admin: Cut paperwork for your patients and your practice, reducing the load on your staff, freeing 
them up to focus on higher quality service.

 • Faster payments: Receive your EFTPOS settlement funds into your Commonwealth Bank business account on 
the same day, every day*.

 • Peace of mind: With specialised training and 24/7 phone support for you and your staff, you can be 
confident that you are in good hands.

Important Information: *Available to eligible customers with a Commonwealth Bank business transaction account and a linked Commonwealth Bank eligible merchant 
facility. ‘Same day’ includes all card sales made up to until 10pm (AEST). Third party products not included, which includes payments from Medicare and private health 
funds for claims processed. Everyday Settlement applies to EFTPOS and gap payments, which are treated as normal credit/debit transactions (for Commonwealth Bank 
account holders). Funds received by a practice for Medicare and private health funds claims are processed by the relevant organisation (Medicare or private health 
fund) and are processed according to their timeframes. Applicants for this offer consent to their name and merchant identification being provided to Australian Medical 
Association NSW to confirm their membership and eligibility for the offer. Australian Medical Association NSW may receive a fee from the Commonwealth Bank of Australia 
for each successful referral. Referral Fees are not payable on referrals from existing relationship managed customers. This has been prepared without considering your 
objectives, financial situation or needs, so you should consider its appropriateness to your circumstances before you act on it. Full fees, charges, terms and conditions are 
available on application. Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124.

To take advantage of our special rates and fees, please call 
Australian Medical Association NSW on 02 9439 8822 and start saving today.
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[ ANALYSIS ]

DR BAWA-GARBA was a paediatric 
registrar in the United Kingdom who 
was convicted of manslaughter following 
the death of a six-year-old patient. She 
subsequently had her medical registration 
cancelled permanently by the General 
Medical Council following an appeal by 
the GMC to the High Court of the United 
Kingdom of the original decision by the 
Medical Tribunal to suspend her registration.

Dr Bawa-Garba had an otherwise 
unblemished record as a doctor and 
there was no evidence put before the 
Medical Tribunal that there had been any 
other concerns raised about her clinical 
competency. The Tribunal noted that on 
the day in question Dr Bawa-Garba had 
recently returned from maternity leave, it 
was her first shift in an acute setting and 
she was covering the Child Assessment 
Unit, the Emergency Department, and the 
ward. It also noted that there were multiple 
systemic failures identified by the NHS in an 
investigation following the patient’s death.

The Medical Tribunal initially imposed 
a suspension of Dr Bawa-Garba’s 
medical registration until after her 
two-year suspended sentence for 
manslaughter was completed. The 
High Court overturned this decision on 
appeal and held that Dr Bawa-Garba’s 
name had to be erased from the medical 
register as a finding of manslaughter 
reflected a particularly serious departure 
from accepted standards, which is 
fundamentally incompatible with being a 
doctor, and was necessary to maintain 
public confidence in the profession and its 
procedures for maintaining professional 
standards.

If the same or similar events had 
occurred in New South Wales, a 
root cause analysis would have been 
undertaken and the matter would have 
been referred to the Coroner. The focus 
of these processes is to identify and 
make recommendations to correct any 
system issues or failures that may have 
contributed to the death of the patient, 
rather than to place blame on individual 
practitioners. If, during these processes, 
significant concerns were identified 
about Dr Bawa-Garba’s individual 
performance as a medical practitioner, 
then she may have been the subject of 
a disciplinary investigation and possible 
action by the Health Care Complaints 
Commission and/or subject to a civil legal 
claim for compensation. The threshold 
for referring a medical practitioner for 
criminal prosecution in New South Wales 
following an inquest is high and happens 
infrequently.

Whilst we cannot say definitively that 
Dr Bawa-Garba would not have been 

prosecuted and convicted of medical 
manslaughter in New South Wales, a 
review of previous cases in Australia 
indicates that it is less likely that the matter 
would be referred, or if it was referred, it 
is unlikely her conduct would have been 
found to have amounted to gross criminal 
negligence, as was found in Dr Bawa-
Garba’s case.

Under the Health Practitioner Regulation 
National Law NSW, the paramount 
consideration in disciplinary proceedings 
against a medical practitioner is the 
protection of the public. In the United 
Kingdom High Court decision, it was said 
that the decision to suspend rather than 
de-register was inconsistent with the 
conviction for behaviour that was ‘truly 
exceptionally bad’, that insufficient weight 
was given to the verdict of the jury and 
Dr Bawa-Garba’s personal responsibility. 
Each case that comes before the NSW 
Civil and Administrative Tribunal will be 
determined on its merits. While there is 
undoubtedly an emphasis on the conduct 
(and insight) of the practitioner who is 
the subject of the hearing, in New South 
Wales, the surrounding circumstances 
including the unexpected workload of 
the day, IT failings, consultant absences, 
staffing levels and experience, and Dr 
Bawa-Garba’s otherwise unblemished 
records are all matters that would be 
relevant to the Tribunal’s determination.

Dr Bawa-Garba was granted leave to 
appeal the decision of the High Court to 
deregister her and the appeal will be heard 
later this year.  dr.

Written by Dominique Egan, Partner and Zoe 
Hamilton, Senior Associate

The case of UK doctor Hadiza Bawa-Garba has resonated with 
 medical professionals around the world, particularly those in Australia,  

who work in a similarly stressed health system.

COULD IT HAPPEN HERE? 

Dominique Egan 
PARTNER  

HWL EBSWORTH LAWYERS

Take the pain out of health fund 
claiming with HealthPoint.
Commonwealth Bank now offers Australian Medical Association 
NSW members on the spot claims, rebates and payments.

Commonwealth Bank provides Australian Medical Association NSW members with a new range of market 
leading health fund claim solutions. Process private health fund rebates, Medicare benefits and gap 
payments with one easy terminal and get your EFTPOS funds in your Commonwealth Bank account on the 
same day, every day*.

Faster claims processing:

 • Simplify processing: Process Medicare Easyclaim and private health fund rebates on the spot. No more 
invoicing or missed payments – just fast, easy card transactions.

 • Reduce admin: Cut paperwork for your patients and your practice, reducing the load on your staff, freeing 
them up to focus on higher quality service.

 • Faster payments: Receive your EFTPOS settlement funds into your Commonwealth Bank business account on 
the same day, every day*.

 • Peace of mind: With specialised training and 24/7 phone support for you and your staff, you can be 
confident that you are in good hands.

Important Information: *Available to eligible customers with a Commonwealth Bank business transaction account and a linked Commonwealth Bank eligible merchant 
facility. ‘Same day’ includes all card sales made up to until 10pm (AEST). Third party products not included, which includes payments from Medicare and private health 
funds for claims processed. Everyday Settlement applies to EFTPOS and gap payments, which are treated as normal credit/debit transactions (for Commonwealth Bank 
account holders). Funds received by a practice for Medicare and private health funds claims are processed by the relevant organisation (Medicare or private health 
fund) and are processed according to their timeframes. Applicants for this offer consent to their name and merchant identification being provided to Australian Medical 
Association NSW to confirm their membership and eligibility for the offer. Australian Medical Association NSW may receive a fee from the Commonwealth Bank of Australia 
for each successful referral. Referral Fees are not payable on referrals from existing relationship managed customers. This has been prepared without considering your 
objectives, financial situation or needs, so you should consider its appropriateness to your circumstances before you act on it. Full fees, charges, terms and conditions are 
available on application. Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124.

To take advantage of our special rates and fees, please call 
Australian Medical Association NSW on 02 9439 8822 and start saving today.



Email members@amansw.com.au  
to arrange a Financial Health Check or find 
out more at commbank.com.au/premier

Premier Banking.
Specialist care  
for your financial 
wellbeing.

Between your patients and everyday life, at CommBank we understand how busy it can be for medical  
professionals. Looking after your finances may not always be at the top of your triage list. 

With Premier Banking from Australia’s leading bank,  
you’ll enjoy one-to-one support from your dedicated 
Relationship Manager. 

They’ll work in partnership with you to help build a  
better financial future. You’ll get proactive support  
and access to specialists and opportunities across 
CommBank. 

Healthy finances start with personal service
• Dedicated local Relationship Manager
• Exclusive banking benefits
• Tailored product offers and investment opportunities
• Day-to-day banking and investment assistance
• Market insights and research
• Financial Health Checks

Things you should know: Premier Banking is available for selected clients only and is a specialist service within the Retail Banking Services division of the Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124 AFSL and Australian 
credit licence 234945 (the ‘Bank’) and its services are provided by Premier Banking Relationship Managers who are representatives of the Bank. Applications for finance are subject to credit approval. Fees and charges are payable. 
Terms and conditions or Product Disclosure Statements for our products are available and should be considered before making any decisions. Financial planning, superannuation plans and advice on some categories of insurance 
products will be provided by Commonwealth Financial Planners who are Representatives or Authorised Representatives of Commonwealth Financial Planning Limited ABN 65 003 900 169 AFSL 231139 (CFP). Your enquiries on any 
share trading products or services will be referred to a specialist in Commonwealth Securities Limited ABN 60 067 254 399 AFSL 238814 (CommSec). CFP and CommSec are wholly owned but non-guaranteed subsidiaries of the Bank. 
AMA (NSW) receives a marketing budget from the Bank for the promotion of banking services, and may receive referral fees for product sales.
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[ PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ]

THIS YEAR, we’ve again been getting 
great feedback for our “Employer 
Essentials” training. This training is 
free for members (and their practice 
managers) and available to non-
members at a commercial fee. Whenever 
we run the sessions, we’re reminded 
how valuable it is to get simple updates 
about changes to HR/employment law. 
So, this edition, we’re highlighting a few 
changes we’re expecting in FY18/19. 

Modern Award wage increases
From 1 July 2018, pay rates for award-
covered staff (eg, all nurses and admin 
staff) will increase. This is also a good 
time to review your employment 
contracts, and re-read the Modern 
Awards to check you’re meeting current 
compliance obligations.

The FWC will announce the pay increase 
in June (and we’ll provide updates to 
members ASAP thereafter). For context, 
last year’s increase was 3.3%, but this 

One of the main functions of our 
Professional Services team is helping 
doctors (or the practices they own) 
with employment and HR needs. We 
do this via:
✔ A suite of template employment 
contracts for non-medical practice 
staff (eg, nurses and receptionists). 
These have been designed 
specifically for SME medical 
practices. They’re free for members 
to download from our website. 
✔ Our general information service 
(via telephone, email and website 
“quick links”) to help members 
find and understand the basic 
employment regulations. 
✔ HR consulting assistance with 
key HR processes, such as hiring 
new employees, conducting 
performance management or 
disciplinary processes, and 
checking termination entitlements. 
✔ In appropriate cases, we offer 
limited employment law advice to 
members (eg, advice about high 
risk dismissals, or responding to 
specific employee claims). 
✔ Training on employment issues, 
eg, employment contracts, 
performance management, Modern 
Award obligations, etc. 

For more information, check 
out the “Professional Services” 
page on our website, or email 
professionalservices@amansw.com.au 

year the ACTU is asking for a 7.2% raise, 
whereas the Australian Industry Group is 
arguing for 1.8%. 

New Compulsory Payroll Reporting
New reporting rules start on 1 July 2018, 
requiring employers to report payroll 
and super information to the ATO each 
payday. The new “Single Touch Payroll” 
rules initially only apply to businesses with 
20+ employees, but smaller businesses 
will be caught from 1 July 2019. Further 
information can be found at ato.gov.
au/stp, but we also recommend talking 
to your payroll software provider and/
or your accountant. If you’re still using 
manual payroll, now is the time to start 
exploring software options! 

Casual conversion rights
Last year, the FWC decided to include 
new “casual conversion” rights in most 
Modern Awards (including the Nurses 
Award and HPSSA). Once finalised, 
the rules are expected to allow casuals 
with 12 months’ service to request a 
change to permanency (full- or part-
time). Employers would only have limited 
grounds for refusing (eg, if it’s reasonably 
foreseeable that the casual employee’s 
position will cease to exist, or other 
reasonable grounds).

We don’t know exactly when these 
rules will start yet, but it’s likely to be in 
FY17/18, so practices that rely on flexible 
casuals should start reviewing their 
staffing needs now.  dr.

If you would like assistance, please contact us. If we 
can’t assist you directly, we may refer you to appropriate 
external providers. Our preferred providers will generally 
provide a free initial consultation to our members.  

The lead up to EOFY is a great time to review your HR systems, employment 
contracts and check that your practice complies with Fair Work obligations.

HR FOR THE 
NEW FINANCIAL YEAR

Helen Winklemann 
DIRECTOR 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

HOW AMA
HELPS WITH HR
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[ NEWS ]

NEWS IN BRIEF 

Inspiring future 
Indigenous health leaders
THE AUSTRALIAN Indigenous Doctors’ 
Association (AIDA) brought together 
several peak health organisations and 
more than 30 Indigenous doctors, 
nurses, midwives, nutritionists, and 
physiotherapists to inspire students 
from Bowraville Central school to pursue 
careers in health.

The event, which was a national 
first, featured a variety of interactive 
workshops. Students had the opportunity 
to dissect cow hearts and eye balls, apply 
stitches to sausages, and deliver a baby 
using a life-like dummy. These activities 
not only gave them a taste of what various 
medical professionals do, it opened their 
minds to the career opportunities that 
exist in health.

“Building the Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander health workforce through 
targeted investment in our young people 
is critical to closing the gap on health 
disadvantage,” said Janine Mohamed, 
CEO of Congress of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Nurses and 
Midwives (CATSINaM). 

Indigenous Allied Health Australia 
(IAHA) Chairperson, Nicole Turner 
added, “We know that if we want to 
see long-term sustainable change to 
health outcomes, we need a strong 
representation of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander health practitioners and 
workers across the many diverse careers 
in health. Engaging our young people 
and sharing the amazing opportunities 
available is part of growing that health 
workforce into the future.”
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Several organisations 
were responsible for pulling 
together the landmark 
event, including AIDA, 
CATSINaM, IAHA, the 
National Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander 
Health Worker Association 
(NATSIHWA) and the Mid 
North Coast Local Health 
District (MNCLHD).

“It is so encouraging that 
we have so many people, 
organisations, families 
and community members 
supporting this important 
event. We are really excited 
to bring Indigenous health 
workers into the community 
to engage with students 
about the many options they 
have regarding careers in 
health,” said AIDA President, 
Dr Kali Hayward.

The success of the day 
can be best measured 
by comments from the 
students.

“Today has helped me 
a lot because I’ve always 
wanted to go to university 
as a little kid, and now 
seeing these doctors here – 
it’s made me feel like this is 
the job for me, it’s perfect,” 
said Year 10 student, Nigel 
Kennedy.

Students were 
encouraged to share 
some of the lessons they 
learned from the Expo 
on post-it notes that 
were displayed on a wall. 
Positive messages included 
“Smoking kills”, “Don’t do 
drugs” and “Chase your 
dreams.”  dr.
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Escorted Study Tours in 2018 & 2019

To book or enquire about these and other tours contact: 
Jon Baines Tours (Melbourne)

Tel: 03 9343 6367   •   Email: info@jonbainestours.com.au

www.jonbainestours.com

Midwifery in Iceland     
4 – 13 May 2019
Experience the beauty and culture of this 
remarkable island while learning about its 
progressive midwifery and maternal services 
with Professor Nicky Leap.

www.jonbainestours.com/iceland

Ophthalmology in Vietnam
17 – 28 February 2019
Professional visits and meetings with 
ophthalmologists will provide excellent insight 
into ophthalmology and eyecare in Vietnam, 
alongside a full cultural programme. 

www.jonbainestours.com/ophthal

Ecuador and Galapagos  
27 May – 8 June 2019  
Explore the rich cultural and bio diversity 
of Ecuador, including the incomparable 
Galapagos Islands on a private charter first 
class yacht cruise.

www.jonbainestours.com/ecu

Anaesthesia in Japan   
12 – 23 September 2018 
Travel to the heart of both historic and 
modern Japan, visit hospitals and museums 
in Tokyo, Hiroshima, Matsuyama, Noashima 
Island, Kyoto and Kobe and meet Japanese 
anaesthetists. 

www.jonbainestours.com/anaesthesia

History of Science and 
Medicine in Morocco
5 – 15 October 2018  
Explore how science, medicine and culture 
intertwine on this journey from Tangier to 
royal Fes, onto Rabat and Marrakesh. 

www.jonbainestours.com/morocco

Medicine and Society in Cuba  
10 – 21 January 2019 
This tour travels in the footsteps of previous 
successful Cuban study tours to examine the 
culture and renowned healthcare system of 
this music-filled tropical island.

www.jonbainestours.com/cuba

Caribbean Histories    
14 – 28 February 2019
Learn about the histories of the people, plants 
and medicine of the West Indian islands on 
this wonderful cruise with medico-botanical 
historians Bill and Helen Bynum.

www.jonbainestours.com/caribcruise

Medical and Military History 
in Vietnam and Cambodia
17 January – 2 February 2019 
Travel through the languid, beautiful lands of 
the Mekong and learn about their overlapping 
medical, military and cultural histories. 

www.jonbainestours.com/vietmed

Ethiopia: Historical and 
Contemporary
12 – 26 February 2019
Explore the unique and ancient heritage of 
Ethiopia with Dr Richard Marsh, an expert on 
its history, music and contemporary culture. 

www.jonbainestours.com/ethiopia
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Check 
your teeth, 
and other 
interview tips

INTERVIEW season is fast 
approaching for doctors, 
which means it’s time to 
brush off the CV, spell-
check the cover letter, 
and make sure you’ve got 
a realistic answer to the 
question, ‘what is your 
greatest weakness?’

If you answered ‘I work 
too hard’ to the question 
above, you might need a 
little help.

Fortunately, AMA (NSW)’s 
Careers Service one-on-
one coaching or group 
workshops can help you 
perfect your interview skills.

The Careers Service can 
also help you polish your 
CV and selection criteria 
responses. To book go 
to www.amansw.com.
au/member-benefits/
careers-service.   dr.

THE HIGHLY successful Sydney High 
Tea, held 24 March at Parliament House, 
was an opportunity for women in medicine 
to meet like-minded medical professionals 
and unwind in a relaxed environment while 
enjoying sweet and savoury delicacies.

This year, more than 130 doctors joined 
AMA (NSW) to discuss the challenges 
and opportunities that exist for women 
in medicine. In addition to networking, 
attendees heard from Patricia Healy, a 
long-time volunteer with the Catherine 
Hamlin Fistula Foundation.

Ms Healy shared Dr Hamlin’s 
inspirational story, as well as her own 
first-hand experience working with the 
foundation. The independent charity 
runs the Addis Ababa Fistula Hospital, 
its regional centres, the Hamlin College 
of Midwives and Desta Mender. The 
organisation is working towards the 
eradication of obstetric fistula from 
Ethiopia altogether. Hamlin Fistula Ethiopia 
focuses on treatment of obstetric fistulas; 
rehabilitation to mend the scars – both 
emotional and physical of childbirth 
injuries; and finally on prevention, through 
a program of training and deploying 

midwives to rural 
areas.

In the words of 
Dr Hamlin, “These 
women have 
suffered more 
than any woman 
should be called 
upon to endure. 
To meet only one 
is to be profoundly 
moved and calls 
forth the utmost 
compassion that 
the human heart is capable of feeling.” 

Dr Hamlin still lives in Ethiopia and 
remains active in the day-to-day 
operations of the hospital and patient 
care. She was awarded Australia’s highest 
honour, Companion of the Order of 
Australia, in 1995.

The Foundation showcased an array of 
beautiful, ethically-made gifts from Africa 
at the High Tea. Sales from the event, 
as well as donations, raised $1400 for 
the Foundation – enough to fund fistula 
treatments for two women in Ethopia, 
completely restoring their lives.  dr.

Sydney High Tea:  
restoring lives and spirits

[ NEWS ]
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Escorted Study Tours in 2018 & 2019

To book or enquire about these and other tours contact: 
Jon Baines Tours (Melbourne)

Tel: 03 9343 6367   •   Email: info@jonbainestours.com.au

www.jonbainestours.com

Midwifery in Iceland     
4 – 13 May 2019
Experience the beauty and culture of this 
remarkable island while learning about its 
progressive midwifery and maternal services 
with Professor Nicky Leap.

www.jonbainestours.com/iceland

Ophthalmology in Vietnam
17 – 28 February 2019
Professional visits and meetings with 
ophthalmologists will provide excellent insight 
into ophthalmology and eyecare in Vietnam, 
alongside a full cultural programme. 

www.jonbainestours.com/ophthal

Ecuador and Galapagos  
27 May – 8 June 2019  
Explore the rich cultural and bio diversity 
of Ecuador, including the incomparable 
Galapagos Islands on a private charter first 
class yacht cruise.

www.jonbainestours.com/ecu

Anaesthesia in Japan   
12 – 23 September 2018 
Travel to the heart of both historic and 
modern Japan, visit hospitals and museums 
in Tokyo, Hiroshima, Matsuyama, Noashima 
Island, Kyoto and Kobe and meet Japanese 
anaesthetists. 

www.jonbainestours.com/anaesthesia

History of Science and 
Medicine in Morocco
5 – 15 October 2018  
Explore how science, medicine and culture 
intertwine on this journey from Tangier to 
royal Fes, onto Rabat and Marrakesh. 

www.jonbainestours.com/morocco

Medicine and Society in Cuba  
10 – 21 January 2019 
This tour travels in the footsteps of previous 
successful Cuban study tours to examine the 
culture and renowned healthcare system of 
this music-filled tropical island.

www.jonbainestours.com/cuba

Caribbean Histories    
14 – 28 February 2019
Learn about the histories of the people, plants 
and medicine of the West Indian islands on 
this wonderful cruise with medico-botanical 
historians Bill and Helen Bynum.

www.jonbainestours.com/caribcruise

Medical and Military History 
in Vietnam and Cambodia
17 January – 2 February 2019 
Travel through the languid, beautiful lands of 
the Mekong and learn about their overlapping 
medical, military and cultural histories. 

www.jonbainestours.com/vietmed

Ethiopia: Historical and 
Contemporary
12 – 26 February 2019
Explore the unique and ancient heritage of 
Ethiopia with Dr Richard Marsh, an expert on 
its history, music and contemporary culture. 

www.jonbainestours.com/ethiopia
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Creating better health outcomes 
AMA (NSW) has backed calls for the 
creation of culturally appropriate spaces 
in NSW public hospitals.

“It is essential that hospitals and all 
healthcare facilities make an effort to 
provide safe and welcoming spaces 
to facilitate access to care,” said AMA 
(NSW) President, Prof Brad Frankum, 
adding that public hospitals try to do this 
in a range of ways, including the design 
of spaces, the provision of information 
in different lanuages, and access to 
translators.

In 2013-14, there were 392,142 

public hospital emergency department 
presentations by Indigenous people – 
roughly 5.4% of all presentations to EDs.

“As a doctor working in south western 
Sydney and at an Aboriginal Medical 
Service, I see every day the barriers 
to accessing healthcare faced by our 
Indigenous patients,” Prof Frankum said.

“Hospitals are complex, overwhelming 
places and care is too often fragmented. 

“For this reason, everyone involved 
in healthcare has an obligation to break 
down the barriers to accessing care and 
to improve health outcomes.”  dr.

THE FEDERAL Government 
is giving States and Territories 
$547 million in supplementary 
funding for public hospital 
activity in 2015-16, following 
final reports by independent 
hospitals pricing and funding 
agencies. 

The funding reflects the 
actual public hospital services 
delivered, after errors were 
found in the pricing and 
calculation of this period.  dr.   

HOSPITAL 
BACKPAY



 

 

 

OPENING 2020 
An exciting opportunity is available to be part of the new 

development at The Village Glenorie for a medical centre offering 
main road exposure. The Village Glenorie, to commence 

construction in 2018, will comprise a mixture of luxury residential 
apartments and a thriving retail hub. 

With an area of up to 345 sqm available for a medical centre the 
opportunity arises to incorporate other services such as pathology, 

physiotherapy, chiropractic and optometry.  Ample customer 
parking is available on ground level in addition to a lift from the 
basement carpark which is accessed directly to your tenancy. 

The Village Glenorie tenants will include a boutique opulent 
gymnasium, landmark bakery, butcher, newsagency, post office, 
dentist, hair and beauty salons, along with speciality shops and 

restaurants with a proposed child care centre. 

Please contact our office for further information on this rare 
opportunity within The Hills District. 

OPENING 2020
An exciting opportunity is available to be part of the new  
development at The Village Glenorie for a medical centre 

offering main road exposure. The Village Glenorie, to commence 
construction in 2018, will comprise a mixture of luxury residential 

apartments and a thriving retail hub.
With an area of up to 345 sqm available for a medical centre the 
opportunity arises to incorporate other services such as pathology, 

physiotherapy, chiropractic and optometry. Ample customer 
parking is available on ground level in addition to a lift from the 
basement carpark which is accessed directly to your tenancy.

The Village Glenorie tenants will include a boutique opulent 
gymnasium, landmark bakery, butcher, newsagency, post office, 
dentist, hair and beauty salons, along with speciality shops and 

restaurants with a proposed child care centre.
Please contact our office for further information on this 

rare opportunity within The Hills District.

Alicia Ghilardi, Principal mobile 0422 365 858 
email alicia@azurepropertyagents.com.au

M E D I C A L  S U I T E S  AVA I L A B L E  F O R  L E A S E 

B U I L D  YO U R  P R AC T I C E  
A N D  R E P U TAT I O N

AT  S Y D N E Y ’ S  M O S T  P R E S T I G I O U S  
M E D I C A L  A D D R E S S

P: 02 9099 9993  |  E: info@sydneymedicalspecialists.com.au
W: sydneymedicalspecialists.com.au  |   sydneymedicalspecialists

British Medical Association House
Suite 101, Level 1, 135 Macquarie Street, Sydney
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
QT CANBERRA

25-27 MAY 2018

GIVING YOU 
A GREATER VOICE
Debate the most pressing challenges facing the 
medical profession and the healthcare system 
at this year’s AMA National Conference

For more information and to register: natcon.ama.com.au   |   Enquiries: natcon@ama.com.au
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[ NEWS ]

         2018 PATAGONIA CONFERENCE              2018 MYANMAR CONFERENCE                      2019 ITALY CONFERENCE

T: 02 4754 5000  |  E: info@medicaltoursaustralia.com.au     
www.medicaltoursaustralia.com.au

Professor Creswell John Eastman AO

Charitable inventions

AMA (NSW) would like to congratulate 
Professor Creswell John Eastman on 
his appointment as an Officer in the 
General Division of the Order of Australia, 
as announced in the 2018 Australian 
Day Honours list. Prof Eastman was 
recognised for his distinguished service 
to medicine, particularly to the discipline 
of pathology, through leadership roles, to 
medical education, and as a contributor to 
international public health projects.

Dubbed “the man who saved a million 
brains”, he stewarded many projects across 
Southeast Asia to abolish iodine deficiency 
disorders in the developing world.

Prof Eastman is the Clinical Professor of 
Medicine at the University of Sydney Medical 
School and Principal of the Sydney Thyroid 
Clinic at the Westmead Specialist Centre. 
He has been a long-time member of AMA 
(NSW). We regret omitting his achievement 
in the Mar/Apr edition.  dr.

MEDICAL student Nikhil Autar has a head 
for invention and a heart for charitable 
causes.

At 60% lung function, he found getting 
to sleep challenging. He also found hospital 
stays agonising, after nearly dying. But 
he knew other patients had it worse, and 
wanted to give back.

The former cancer patient drew on his 
own experiences in hospital to develop a 
few life-changing inventions, including a 
$200 alternative to a hospital bed, and a 
world-first walking frame that uses robotics 

and comes to the patient.
Mr Autar’s adjustable wedge pillow 

not only performs the same function as a 
hospital bed for the tenth of a price, it also 
reduces the rates of falls through the use 
of weight sensing mats. Meanwhile, his 
walking frame uses robotics and can be 
controlled by voice, remote control or an 
app – it can also walk around objects.

His company – Get to Sleep Easy – is 
structured as a social enterprise, and 100% 
of all profits will go towards charities and 
research.  dr.

Additional Federal 
funding for Royal Flying 
Doctor Service (RFDS)

funding commitment 
for RFDS over four 
years

Australians last year

The funding is 
part of a wider

RFDS cared for 

$84m

335,000

$327m

BY THE   
NUMBERS
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The Golf Society’s next event will be held at the St Michael’s Golf Club 
(pictured here).The AMA (NSW) Golf Society always welcomes new players, 

why not come along to our next event and give it a try? 

PRESIDENT’S CUP

Our golf days are a great opportunity to take time 
out to play with like-minded colleagues at some 
fabulous golf courses. All you need is an official 
golf handicap. Our next event is the President’s 
Cup on Friday 22 June at St Michael’s Golf Club. 
If you are interested in registering or have any 
questions about the Golf Society, please contact 
Claudia Gillis ph: 9439 8822 or email amagolf@
amansw.com.au.  dr.

[ GOLF ]
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A/Prof Jaswinder Samra
Dr Chrishan Dharapalaratham
Dr Sambanthar Muralitharan
Dr Vaishnaivy Mahendravarman
Dr Aalya Imran
Dr Abigail Fox
Dr Adam Rosenberg
Dr Aditi Medhavy
Dr Adrian Cheung
Dr Alan Loi
Dr Albert Vien
Dr Alexander McCarthy
Dr Alexander Mullin
Dr Alexander Payne
Dr Alexander Stevenson
Dr Alexander Van Heyst
Dr Alexandra Bissaker
Dr Amanda Evans
Dr Amanda Steele
Dr Amie Osborne
Dr Amie Rieseberg
Dr Amit Chakraborty
Dr Ananya Chakravorty
Dr Andrew Le
Dr Andy Ho
Dr Angela Li Ching Ng
Dr Angelica Wong
Dr Anindya Banerjee
Dr Ankur Dhar
Dr Anna Brummitt
Dr Anna Fernon
Dr Anna Habeck-Fardy
Dr Anna Lee
Dr Anna Mackenzie
Dr Anna Power
Dr Annie Hung
Dr Armaan Shankar Ansari
Dr Ashleigh Elkins
Dr Ashok Dharmalingam
Dr Athenais Sivaloganathan
Dr Audrey Guo
Dr Augustine Qiu
Dr Ayus Kumar
Dr Baohua Zhu
Dr Beili Ye
Dr Benjamin Griffiths
Dr Benjamin Storey

Dr Berlinda Png
Dr Brandon Chung
Dr Brendan Treloar
Dr Brianna Crocker
Dr Brigid Doolan
Dr Cameron Grant
Dr Cameron Smith
Dr Cameron White
Dr Carl Gao
Dr Carly Brazel
Dr Catherine Lucas
Dr Chao-Hsien Ko
Dr Charles Hopley
Dr Cheuk Hei Ng
Dr Chris Fessa
Dr Christian Katsikaros
Dr Christine Byrnes
Dr Christopher Prowse
Dr Claire Ephraums
Dr Claire Raper
Dr Clare White
Dr Claudia Hurwitz
Dr Conan Chan
Dr Daniel Kopinski
Dr Daniel Shipman
Dr Danielle Edwards
Dr Daryl-Anne Elias
Dr David Brown
Dr David Clough
Dr David Mulder
Dr David Rohl
Dr David Whitten
Dr Deborah Song
Dr Deepak Narayan
Dr Denise Foo
Dr Devina Joshi
Dr Diana Treece
Dr Dina Kirollos
Dr Divya Kumar
Dr Douglas Bartley
Dr Dusan Babic
Dr Edlyn Tio
Dr Elena Pisareva
Dr Elias Nehme
Dr Eliot Salmon
Dr Elissa Xian
Dr Elizabeth Foster

Dr Elizabeth Macneill
Dr Ellinor Barnes
Dr Elliot Cameron
Dr Emily Little
Dr Emma Cumming
Dr Emma Gorman
Dr Emma Kim
Dr Emma Roffey
Dr Erika Strazdins
Dr Estelle Noonan
Dr Eunjung Kim
Dr Evelyn Hao
Dr Frances Gosewisch
Dr Francesca Dudas
Dr Francesca Watts
Dr Furyal Moughal
Dr Gabriela Corcoran
Dr Gabrielle David
Dr Gabrielle Perry
Dr Gary Nicholls
Dr Gayathri Raman
Dr Genevieve Ho
Dr Geoffrey Long
Dr Georgia Nunn
Dr Gerald Riordan
Dr Grace Chartwood
Dr Gregory White
Dr Gwendolyn Palmer
Dr Hannah Hall
Dr Hannah Sycamore
Dr Hardip Chahal
Dr Hari Sritharan
Dr Harleen Kaur
Dr Hayley Duxbury
Dr Henry Lu
Dr Hugh Carter
Dr Hui Han
Dr Hussein Al Abbasi
Dr Hyacinth Mariasegaram
Dr Ihab Lattouf
Dr Isabel Hanson
Dr Jack Luxford
Dr Jack McDonogh
Dr Jacman Yu
Dr Jacob Campbell
Dr Jacob Fenton
Dr Jacobus Nel

Dr Jake Halliday
Dr James Jiang
Dr James Newman
Dr Jane Standen
Dr Jasmine Mui
Dr Jayant Ravindran
Dr Jayden Murphy
Dr Jeanette Lim
Dr Jed Kitson
Dr Jeffrey Kruk
Dr Jemmima Jones
Dr Jennifer Lam
Dr Jennifer Sok
Dr Jennifer Stokes
Dr Jeremy Solomon
Dr Jessica Blake
Dr Jessica Bowen
Dr Jessica Dodkins
Dr Jialu Song
Dr Jillian De Coster
Dr John Heard
Dr Jonathan Perry
Dr Joseph Murphy
Dr Joshua Chen
Dr Joshua Criss
Dr Joyce Teng
Dr Julian Dobell-Brown
Dr June Huang
Dr Junny Mar
Dr Justin Cain
Dr Justin Game
Dr  Kalppana 

Paramanandarajah
Dr Kara Goon
Dr Karisham Brim
Dr Katherine Jeffress
Dr Katherine Jones
Dr Kathryn Wardell
Dr Katie Fisher
Dr Katrina Bennett
Dr Kevin Tree
Dr Kheman Rajkomar
Dr Khoa Nguyen
Dr Kim Caldwell
Dr Kit Chui
Dr Kurt Daley
Dr Larry Lam

Get more from your membership and take advantage of our Member Services 
benefits, page 40. To find out more phone 02 9439 8822.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

[ MEMBERS ]
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NORTH SYDNEY ROOMS - ASSOCIATE

Please contact:  
  0402 201 525   reception@sydcog.com.au

Please contact: Carolyn
  0478 581 864  References on request.

For more information call Tom
  0412 312 962  

 •   Position to suit neurosurgeon, neurologist
•   Position to suit endocrinologist, rheumatologist
•   Excellent, modern facility

•  Accomplished and efficient Medical Receptionist available.
•  Proficient in Best Practice/ E- Claims
•  Available in the Hills & Northern regions for 3+ days a week.  

•  Seaforth property for Lease 72 metres
•  Ready for any type of medical use
•  Divided into 4 rooms and reception 
•  2 Undercover car spaces.
•  Exposure to busy Intersection.
•  Approximately 80 metres to Bupa aged care centre.
•  All rooms have plumbing ,basins,cabinets,and air conditioning.

CLASSIFIEDS

MEDICAL RECEPTION/ ADMINISTRATION

SAVE $150,000 ON FIT OUTS

Dr Laura Shane
Dr Lauren Garrity
Dr Lauren Stone
Dr Laurin Lau
Dr Lawrence Bott
Dr Le Le
Dr Liam Beiglari
Dr Lily Tian
Dr Lisa Markwell
Dr Lucinda Clay
Dr Lucy Haggstrom
Dr Lucy Manuel
Dr Lynette Fahmy
Dr Madeleine Strach
Dr Madeline Wilson
Dr Maggie Allwright
Dr Maggie-Kate Minogue
Dr Mandy Wang
Dr Margaux Lister
Dr Maria Arian
Dr Maria Luisa Lorenzo
Dr Marina Tan
Dr Mark Fleming
Dr Marlene Wijaya
Dr Matthew Chue
Dr Matthew French
Dr Matthew Payne
Dr Matthys Campher
Dr Mauli Trivedi
Dr Mayooran Theivendran
Dr Megan Sherwood
Dr Melissa Yee
Dr Melvin Ling
Dr Michael Kernohan
Dr Michael Rennie
Dr Michael Youssef
Dr Michelle Van
Dr Min Tan
Dr Mitchell Hickson
Dr Mitchell Hostiadi
Dr Morgan Haines
Dr Muhammad Mohd Rosli
Dr Muhammad Zaidi
Dr Namraj Goire
Dr Nargus Ebrahimi
Dr Nathalie Rasko
Dr Nathaniel Teng
Dr Navodya Balasuriya
Dr Navtej Chhibber
Dr Nicholas Otte
Dr Nicholas Raymond
Dr Nicole Nahm
Dr Nicole Sorensen
Dr Nikita Bradford
Dr Nina Wood

Dr Nitin Rajput
Dr Noor Al-okbi
Dr Norman Southern
Dr Oliver Chen
Dr Oscar Wen
Dr Pak Yu
Dr Patrick Mahony
Dr Pearl Chong
Dr Peter Brown
Dr Peter Hudson
Dr Phillip Maddocks
Dr Phoebe Rose
Dr Pramudith Sirimanna
Dr Preethi Pampapathi
Dr Rachel Smith
Dr Raeik Kang
Dr Rafik Soliman
Dr Rahul Nair
Dr Rajeev Naidu
Dr Rajeshwar Reddy Angiti
Dr Rajiv Dhaliwal
Dr Ramanpreet Gill
Dr Rebecca Tee
Dr Rex Prabhu
Dr Richard Dunstan
Dr Richard Tang
Dr Ricky Tanujaya Lim
Dr Rida Sen
Dr Ritesh Firke
Dr Rivivdi Watthayalage
Dr Rory Hampstead
Dr Ross Hayhurst
Dr Saba Khaleghi
Dr Sahar Pearson
Dr Sailakshmi Krishnan
Dr Sam Ng
Dr Samantha Quah
Dr Samantha Rothwell
Dr Sammy Le
Dr Samuel Skidmore
Dr Samuel Walker
Dr San-Rene Tan
Dr Sara Glynn
Dr Sean Koh
Dr Shahnam Ajdari
Dr Shakti Dabholkar
Dr Shannon Zawada
Dr Shanu Gambhir
Dr Sharmin Sultana
Dr Shivani Pulpa
Dr Shreyas Prabhala
Dr Silvia Zheng
Dr Simone Ardern-Holmes
Dr Sonia Henry
Dr Sophia Berkemeier

Dr Stefanie Stangenberg
Dr Stella Watson
Dr Stephanie La
Dr Steven Lindsay
Dr Suhaila Kamrani
Dr Sureka Vyravipillai
Dr Tabish Aleemullah
Dr Tahmina Lata
Dr Tat Cheng Ooi
Dr Thanawan Chirakijja
Dr Thilan Walgamage
Dr Thomas Wallis
Dr  Thushari 

Wickramasinghe
Dr Tiana Castillo
Dr Trevor Smith
Dr Veena Raghupathy
Dr Veronique Molan
Dr Vijay Manivel
Dr Virigina Wong
Dr Vivian Wing Yan Yeung
Dr Wei Lim
Dr Wei Loh
Dr Weiwei Fam
Dr Wenyang Zhou
Dr Xiyuan Wang

Dr Yao Lin Yang
Dr Yen Cheng
Dr Yeon Suk Lee
Dr Ying Hong Li
Dr Yu Cho Su
Dr Yu-Ting Huang
Dr Zachary Smekel
Dr Zao Qu
Dr Zhi Sia
Prof Adrian Dunlop
Prof Con Yiannikas

The AMA (NSW) offers 
condolences to family 
and friends of those 
AMA members who have 
recently passed away.
Prof Peter Ilbery
Dr Patricia Chapman
Dr Donald Dunlop 
Prof John Hickie
Dr Stanley Marshall
Dr William Ryan
Dr Margaret Smith
Dr Richard Wansey
Dr John Woolridge
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[ MEMBER SERVICES ]

Prestige Direct  |  Our philosophy is to keep it simple, 
keep our overheads down and provide quality cars at 
competitive prices. So if you’re looking for a great deal 
on your next prestige car enquire about Prestige Direct.        Specialist Wealth Group  |  Specialising in financial 

advice exclusively to medical, dental and veterinary 
professionals, Specialist Wealth Group customises 
holistic solutions across financial planning, insurance, 
estate planning and finance advice on superannuations. 
Specialist Wealth Group understands your profession, 
and can help you accelerate your financial future, from 
interns to specialists.

Call AMA (NSW) member services on 02 9439 8822  
or email services@amansw.com.au. Visit our  
websites www.amansw.com.au or www.ama.com.au

Disclaimer: AMA (NSW) may financially benefit from its relationship with Preferred Partners. Please note: AMA Products is not affiliated with AMA (NSW) or Federal AMA. AMA Products is a separate business entity.

PREFERRED PARTNERS

Membership has its rewards
AMA (NSW) has the most comprehensive Medico-Legal and Employment Relations advice in Australia. 
Just some of the services that are available include awards advice and updates, court representation, 
mediation and human resource consulting. A comprehensive range of legal packages and draft contracts 
are available for members for a nominal fee. In addition, below are a list of our member service partners 
to assist you whatever the need.

AMA Auto Buying Service
A free service specialising in the 
acquisition, funding and disposal of all 
makes and models of motor vehicles.

Assign Medical
Assists members to source competent, 
friendly and committed staff for your 
business or practice. 

Commonwealth Bank 
Offering a special merchant facility at a 
low fee of 0.68% for most credit cards.

Investec Experien 
Specialist finance to meet the personal 
and practice needs of members. Finance 
solutions for practice requirements, motor 
vehicles, commercial/residential property 
and overdraft facilities. 

Gow-Gates Group
Complete insurance and financial services 
with special packages for AMA members. 
Services include: Wealth Creation, Risk 
Management, Doctors’ Practice Insurance 
and Superannuation.

Medprac Super Fund
The perfect super fund for doctors, 
with no entry fees. Have the option of 
managing your fund using a range of 
investment managers.

Prosper Group
A property advisory (buyer’s agent) 
who can source, perform due diligence 
and negotiate your home, investment 
properties or commercial premises, 
saving you time and money.

Other benefits:
Receive automatic subscriptions to the following publications:

n n AMA List of Medical Services and Fees Book 

n n The NSW Doctor

n n The Medical Journal of Australia

n n Australian Medicine

n n AMA Action (e-newsletter)

TressCox Lawyers
Expert legal advice for the medical 
profession. Members are entitled to a 
unique duty solicitor scheme offering  
one free consultation (referral required).

Accountants/Tax Advisers Panel
Experienced accounting firms who 
can assist you with your personal and 
professional accounting and taxation 
needs. Select the firm most suitable for 
your requirements.

AMA (NSW) Member Reward Card
Significant savings every year with 
participating restaurants, hotels and 
tourist attractions.

American Express
Offering corporate affinity programs and 
special discounts to members for credit 
cards and merchant facilities. 

Auscellardoor AMA (NSW) Wine 
Society
Boutique wines at specially negotiated 
prices for members every month.

Caltex StarCard
Consolidate your vehicle fuel expenses 
onto one easy-to-read monthly statement 
with access to the following fuel 
discounts: 2.5cpl off unleaded, Vortex 95 
and Diesel and 1.5cpl off Vortex 98.

Hertz
As the official car rental partner for AMA, 
Hertz offers discounted rates and a range 
of member benefits all year round. 

Qantas Club
Discounted rates for AMA members.  
Save up to $365 on membership.  
Fees as follows: Joining $200;  
One year $265; Two years $465.

AMA (NSW) Member Service Partners

25% REBATE
Introduce a new member to AMA (NSW) and receive 
a cheque equal to 25% of the new member’s 
subscription via our Member Get Member 
program. There are no limits.

To take advantage of your benefits call AMA (NSW) Member Services on (02) 9439 8822
or 1800 813 423 (outside Metropolitan areas)      4www.nswama.com.au

MEDPRAC

SUPERANNUATION

Commonwealth Bank  |  A special merchant facility 
at low rates. AMA members pay no joining fee. New 
CBA merchant clients are eligible to 6 months free 
terminal rental and a free business account when they 
sign up their merchant facility with CBA and settle the 
funds to a CBA account.

Accountants/Tax Advisers  |  Cutcher & Neale’s 
expertise is built on an intimate understanding 
of both the unique circumstances of the medical 
profession and the opportunities available to you. 
Our team of medical accounting specialists are 
dedicated to helping you put the right structure in 
place now to ensure a lifetime of wealth creation 
and preservation.

Virgin Australia – The Lounge  |  Significantly re-
duced rates to the Virgin Australia Lounge for AMA 
members and their partners. Joining fee is $160 
(save $170) and annual fee is $325 (save $95).

Audi Corporate Programme  |  AMA members 
are now eligible for the Audi Corporate Program, 
which gives members a range of privileges, 
including AudiCare A+ for the duration of the new 
car warranty, complimentary scheduled servicing 
for three years or 45,000km, and much more.

Make It Cheaper  |  Make it Cheaper can run a 
free energy bill comparison for you and help you 
find a competitive deal and save. Call 02 8077 
0196 or email amansw@makeitcheaper.com.au  
for a free quote.

Jeep  |  Jeep’s® Preferred Partner Program allows 
members to take advantage of incredible discounts 
across the Jeep® range. Go to www.jeep.com.au/fleet 
and use your Preferred Partner Login.

Alfa Romeo  |  Alfa Romeo’s® Preferred Partner 
Program gives members significant discounts across 
the Alfa Romeo® range. Go to www.alfaromeo.com.au/
fleet and use your Preferred Partner Login.

Mercedes-Benz Corporate Programme  |  
Members can enjoy the benefits of this Programme 
which includes complimentary scheduled servicing 
for up to 3 years/75,000 km, preferential pricing 
on selected vehicles and reduced dealer delivery 
charges. Also included is access to complimentary 
pick-up and drop-off, access to a loan vehicle 
during car servicing and up to 4 years of Mercedes-
Benz Road Care nationwide. 

Emirates  |  Emirates offers AMA members great 
discounts on airfare around the world: 8% off Flex 
Plus fares or flex fares on Business and Economy. 
5% off Saver fares on Business and Economy 
class. The partnership agreement between Emirates 
and Qantas allows codeshare.

Membership has its rewards
AMA (NSW) has the most comprehensive Medico-Legal and Employment Relations advice in Australia. 
Just some of the services that are available include awards advice and updates, court representation, 
mediation and human resource consulting. A comprehensive range of legal packages and draft contracts 
are available for members for a nominal fee. In addition, below are a list of our member service partners 
to assist you whatever the need.

AMA Auto Buying Service
A free service specialising in the 
acquisition, funding and disposal of all 
makes and models of motor vehicles.

Assign Medical
Assists members to source competent, 
friendly and committed staff for your 
business or practice. 

Commonwealth Bank 
Offering a special merchant facility at a 
low fee of 0.68% for most credit cards.

Investec Experien 
Specialist finance to meet the personal 
and practice needs of members. Finance 
solutions for practice requirements, motor 
vehicles, commercial/residential property 
and overdraft facilities. 

Gow-Gates Group
Complete insurance and financial services 
with special packages for AMA members. 
Services include: Wealth Creation, Risk 
Management, Doctors’ Practice Insurance 
and Superannuation.

Medprac Super Fund
The perfect super fund for doctors, 
with no entry fees. Have the option of 
managing your fund using a range of 
investment managers.

Prosper Group
A property advisory (buyer’s agent) 
who can source, perform due diligence 
and negotiate your home, investment 
properties or commercial premises, 
saving you time and money.

Other benefits:
Receive automatic subscriptions to the following publications:

n n AMA List of Medical Services and Fees Book 

n n The NSW Doctor

n n The Medical Journal of Australia

n n Australian Medicine

n n AMA Action (e-newsletter)

TressCox Lawyers
Expert legal advice for the medical 
profession. Members are entitled to a 
unique duty solicitor scheme offering  
one free consultation (referral required).

Accountants/Tax Advisers Panel
Experienced accounting firms who 
can assist you with your personal and 
professional accounting and taxation 
needs. Select the firm most suitable for 
your requirements.

AMA (NSW) Member Reward Card
Significant savings every year with 
participating restaurants, hotels and 
tourist attractions.

American Express
Offering corporate affinity programs and 
special discounts to members for credit 
cards and merchant facilities. 

Auscellardoor AMA (NSW) Wine 
Society
Boutique wines at specially negotiated 
prices for members every month.

Caltex StarCard
Consolidate your vehicle fuel expenses 
onto one easy-to-read monthly statement 
with access to the following fuel 
discounts: 2.5cpl off unleaded, Vortex 95 
and Diesel and 1.5cpl off Vortex 98.

Hertz
As the official car rental partner for AMA, 
Hertz offers discounted rates and a range 
of member benefits all year round. 

Qantas Club
Discounted rates for AMA members.  
Save up to $365 on membership.  
Fees as follows: Joining $200;  
One year $265; Two years $465.

AMA (NSW) Member Service Partners

25% REBATE
Introduce a new member to AMA (NSW) and receive 
a cheque equal to 25% of the new member’s 
subscription via our Member Get Member 
program. There are no limits.

To take advantage of your benefits call AMA (NSW) Member Services on (02) 9439 8822
or 1800 813 423 (outside Metropolitan areas)      4www.nswama.com.au
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SUPERANNUATION

Qantas Club  |  Discounted rates saves you 
hundreds of dollars on membership. Joining fee 
$247.38, save $151.62; one year membership 
$415.80, save $124.20; two year membership 
$754.60, save $225.40. 

Membership has its rewards
AMA (NSW) has the most comprehensive Medico-Legal and Employment Relations advice in Australia. 
Just some of the services that are available include awards advice and updates, court representation, 
mediation and human resource consulting. A comprehensive range of legal packages and draft contracts 
are available for members for a nominal fee. In addition, below are a list of our member service partners 
to assist you whatever the need.

AMA Auto Buying Service
A free service specialising in the 
acquisition, funding and disposal of all 
makes and models of motor vehicles.

Assign Medical
Assists members to source competent, 
friendly and committed staff for your 
business or practice. 

Commonwealth Bank 
Offering a special merchant facility at a 
low fee of 0.68% for most credit cards.

Investec Experien 
Specialist finance to meet the personal 
and practice needs of members. Finance 
solutions for practice requirements, motor 
vehicles, commercial/residential property 
and overdraft facilities. 

Gow-Gates Group
Complete insurance and financial services 
with special packages for AMA members. 
Services include: Wealth Creation, Risk 
Management, Doctors’ Practice Insurance 
and Superannuation.

Medprac Super Fund
The perfect super fund for doctors, 
with no entry fees. Have the option of 
managing your fund using a range of 
investment managers.

Prosper Group
A property advisory (buyer’s agent) 
who can source, perform due diligence 
and negotiate your home, investment 
properties or commercial premises, 
saving you time and money.

Other benefits:
Receive automatic subscriptions to the following publications:

n n AMA List of Medical Services and Fees Book 

n n The NSW Doctor

n n The Medical Journal of Australia

n n Australian Medicine

n n AMA Action (e-newsletter)

TressCox Lawyers
Expert legal advice for the medical 
profession. Members are entitled to a 
unique duty solicitor scheme offering  
one free consultation (referral required).

Accountants/Tax Advisers Panel
Experienced accounting firms who 
can assist you with your personal and 
professional accounting and taxation 
needs. Select the firm most suitable for 
your requirements.

AMA (NSW) Member Reward Card
Significant savings every year with 
participating restaurants, hotels and 
tourist attractions.

American Express
Offering corporate affinity programs and 
special discounts to members for credit 
cards and merchant facilities. 

Auscellardoor AMA (NSW) Wine 
Society
Boutique wines at specially negotiated 
prices for members every month.

Caltex StarCard
Consolidate your vehicle fuel expenses 
onto one easy-to-read monthly statement 
with access to the following fuel 
discounts: 2.5cpl off unleaded, Vortex 95 
and Diesel and 1.5cpl off Vortex 98.

Hertz
As the official car rental partner for AMA, 
Hertz offers discounted rates and a range 
of member benefits all year round. 

Qantas Club
Discounted rates for AMA members.  
Save up to $365 on membership.  
Fees as follows: Joining $200;  
One year $265; Two years $465.

AMA (NSW) Member Service Partners

25% REBATE
Introduce a new member to AMA (NSW) and receive 
a cheque equal to 25% of the new member’s 
subscription via our Member Get Member 
program. There are no limits.

To take advantage of your benefits call AMA (NSW) Member Services on (02) 9439 8822
or 1800 813 423 (outside Metropolitan areas)      4www.nswama.com.au
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American Express  |  Corporate affinity programs 
and discounts on Gold, Platinum Edge and Plati-
num credit cards. You’ll enjoy the special benefits 
and extra value we’ve negotiated for you.

BMW Corporate Programme  |  Members 
can enjoy the benefits of this Programme which 
includes complimentary scheduled servicing for 5 
years/80,000 km, preferential pricing on selected 
vehicles and reduced dealer delivery charges. 

Avis Budget  |  Avis Budget is the official car rental 
partner for AMA (NSW) offering discounted rates. 
Contact AMA member services for the details.

Sydney City Lexus  |  Members can enjoy the  
benefits of the Lexus Members are entitled to 
the Lexus Corporate Program Benefits including 
3 year/60,000kms complimentary scheduled 
servicing, reduced delivery fee, priority ordering 
and allocation, complimentary Service loan car & 
complimentary pick-up/drop-off, Lexus DriveCare 
providing 24-hour roadside assistance.

Accor Plus  |  Members are able to purchase Accor 
Plus membership at a discounted price. As an Accor 
Plus member, you will enjoy a complimentary night 
stay at participating AccorHotels each year and up 
to 50% savings on rooms and food bills.

MEMBER SERVICES

Health insurance  |  Doctors’ Health Fund aligns 
to the values of the medical profession and  
supports quality health care. The Fund was created 
by and is ultimately owned by doctors. Contact 
the Fund on 1800 226 126 for a quote or visit the 
website: www.doctorshealthfund.com.au.



Offers apply to new BMW vehicles ordered between 01.04.2018 and 30.06.2018 and delivered by 30.09.2018 at participating authorised BMW dealers by Australian Medical 
Association NSW members or their spouse. Standard production lead times apply. Excludes BMW M4 CS. Unless excluded, this offer may be used in conjunction with other 
applicable offers during the promotion period. *Benefits apply to the purchase of a new BMW vehicle and only to the vehicle purchased. Complimentary service inclusive - 
Basic, including Vehicle Check, is valid from date of first registration or whichever comes first of 5 years/80,000kms and is based on BMW Condition Based Servicing, as appropriate. 
Normal wear and tear items and other exclusions apply. Servicing must be conducted by an authorised BMW dealer in Australia. Subject to eligibility. Terms, conditions, exclusions 
and other limitations apply, and can be viewed at bmw.com.au/corporate.

It’s all about your drive. As a member of the Australian Medical Association 
(NSW), we are proud to offer added benefits when purchasing a BMW,
giving you the opportunity to experience the performance, style and 
dynamism of these exciting vehicles for yourself.

You and your spouse will also have access to the BMW Corporate 
programme, with inclusions such as complimentary Service Inclusive - 
Basic for 5 years/80,000kms.* In addition, when you purchase your new 
BMW before 30 June 2018, you’ll also receive complimentary dealer 
delivery  across the range. To find your new BMW, visit your local 
authorised dealer today.

RECEIVE COMPLIMENTARY 
DEALER DELIVERY.

COMPLIMENTARY 
5 YEAR/80,000KM BMW 

SERVICE INCLUSIVE - BASIC.* 

LIFE IS WHERE 
YOU TAKE IT. 
EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS FOR 
AMA NSW MEMBERS.

BMW18951_297x210_AMA NSW_Press AD_FA.indd   1 9/3/18   4:52 pm



* IMPORTANT: Professional indemnity insurance products are issued by Avant Insurance Limited, ABN 82 003 707 471, AFSL 238 765. The information provided here is general advice only. You should consider the appropriateness of the advice 
having regard to your own objectives, financial situation and needs before deciding to purchase or continuing to hold a policy with us. For full details including the terms, conditions, and exclusions that apply, please read and consider the policy 
wording and PDS, which is available at www.avant.org.au or by contacting us on 1800 128 268.                 1235 03/18 (0811)

As a doctor, you’ve worked hard to build your reputation.  
And no one else has more resources or experience to protect 
that reputation than Avant. We’re Australia’s leading Medical 
Defence Organisation. With over 140 in-house medico-legal 
experts, lawyers, medical advisors, claims managers and local 
state specialists, our strength in defence is unmatched.  

Which begs the question, why risk your reputation with anyone 
else? At Avant, we protect over 57,000 doctors. Rest assured, 
we’ve got your back.

Ask us about Practitioner Indemnity Insurance.
Switch to Avant today. 

The Avant team

More expertise.  
More reputations protected.  

We’ve got your back.

Dr Amanda Brownlow
New South Wales  
Avant member

To find out more, contact:
State Manager – Growth (NSW) Kimberley Darby or
Head of Medical Defence (NSW), Pamela Michael

02 9260 9000 avant.org.au
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